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APPLICATION NO: 13/01605/OUT

OFFICER: Mr Craig Hemphill

DATE REGISTERED: 17th September 2013

DATE OF EXPIRY : 7th January 2014

WARD: Leckhampton

PARISH: Leckhampton

APPLICANT: Bovis Homes Limited & Miller Homes Limited
LOCATION:

Land At Leckhampton Shurdington Road Cheltenham

PROPOSAL:

Residential development of up to 650 dwellings; mixed use local centre of up
to 1.94ha comprising a local convenience retail unit Class A1 Use (400sqm),
additional retail unit Class A1 Use for a potential pharmacy (100sqm), Class
D1 Use GP surgery (1,200sqm,) and up to 4,500sqm of additional floorspace
to comprise one or more of the following uses, namely Class A Uses, Class
B1 offices, Class C2 care home, and Class D1 Uses including a potential
dentist practice, childrens nursery and/or cottage hospital; a primary school of
up to 1.72ha; strategic open space including allotments; access roads,
cycleways, footpaths, open space/landscaping and associated works; details
of the principal means of access; with all other matters to be reserved.

Parish Council
4th March 2014
The Council objects very strongly to the application on the following grounds:
1. Conflict with Cheltenham Local Plan. The application is contrary to the existing, valid
Cheltenham Local Plan (2nd review 2006) and it runs counter to the intention of the Local
Plan in its specific policy on the land at Leckhampton in which Cheltenham Borough
Council supported the conclusion of the Inspector that the intrinsic value of the land should
be protected as a resource for its recreational, landscape, wildlife and archaeological
interest. These issues have been well explained in the objections dated 9 January lodged
by Martin Horwood, MP for Cheltenham.
2. Pre-emption of JCS. The application attempts to pre-empt the current process of
consultation and refinement of the emerging Joint Core Strategy. The inclusion in the draft
JCS of strategic developments on the land at Leckhampton is highly controversial. It was
based on incorrect projections for population and employment growth and apparent
ignorance of the very serious implications for traffic congestion and pollution, as explained
in the Council’s submission to the JCS Consultation attached at Appendix 2. The applicants
seek to use the current shortfall in the housing land supply to justify early determination.
But, as is well argued in the submission by Lufton and Associates, Chartered Planning
Consultants, dated 28 October 2013, there is no immediate pressure on Cheltenham
Borough Council to permit this application just to address the current short-term housing
supply requirements; a positive determination at this time when the JCS is being refined
would be contrary to the first core planning principle at paragraph 17 of the NPPF.
3. Conflict with Neighbourhood Plan and Local Green Space Application. The application
is contrary to the emerging Neighbourhood Plan as described in the Neighbourhood
Planning Concept that was submitted to Cheltenham and Tewkesbury Borough Councils in
August 2013 by Leckhampton with Warden Hill Parish Council and Shurdington Parish
Council respectively and which is attached at Appendix 1. The Concept includes a Local
4. Harm to the setting of the AONB. The proposed development would seriously harm the
setting of the AONB including the iconic view from Leckhampton Hill and the Cotswold Way
National Trail as well as the view of Leckhampton Hill from the A46. This is explained in
detail by Natural England and the Cotswold Conservation Board in their objections to the

application. Natural England states: ‘There are viewpoints of the highest sensitivity along
the Escarpment of the Cotswold AONB, such as the Devil’s Chimney. The view from the
Devil’s Chimney gives panoramic views across the Vale which would be interrupted by the
proposed development. The scale of the potential development would significantly change
the view from an open, rural expansive view to a predominantly urban view of the edge of
Cheltenham’. Paragraphs 115 of the NPPF states that: ‘Great weight should be given to
conserving landscape and scenic beauty in National Parks, the Broads and Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the highest status of protection in relation to
landscape and scenic beauty’.
5. Strong public opposition. There is extremely strong public opposition to the development.
In the exit poll which the Parish Council conducted at the exhibition held by the developers,
94% of people were opposed or strongly opposed the development. In addition, all elected
representatives of the area at District and County level are also strongly opposed and so is
Martin Horwood, Cheltenham’s MP, and Alex Chalk, the prospective Conservative
parliamentary candidate for Cheltenham.
6. Insufficient provision of schooling. The application includes a new primary school, but
this would not be built until a later stage in the development. In the meantime there would
be no primary provision for the first 300 or so homes. Warden Hill Primary School and
Leckhampton Primary School are both full and there is a shortfall in primary school places
in Cheltenham because of the second generation post-war bulge. For secondary schooling,
Balcarras and Bournside are always over-subscribed. They are both academies and cannot
be forced to expand. Balcarras has insufficient land to expand anyway.
7. Flood risk. Warden Hill has been flooded on many occasions, most recently in 2007 when
parts of Warden Hill were flooded to a depth of over 1 metre and houses were badly
contaminated with swept-out sewage. Flood defences were improved in 2010 to protect
against flooding from the south-west tributary of Hatherley Brook, but there remains the risk
of flooding from the main tributary, which flows through the site of the proposed
development. The main tributary frequently floods gardens in St Michaels Road, and some
of the 2007 flooding of Warden Hill came from the direction of the main tributary. The
Council is concerned that the proposed development would remove the option of building a
flood alleviation scheme on the Leckhampton fields should this be needed to protect south
Cheltenham in future from the effects of climate change. The Council is also concerned that
the balancing ponds proposed by the applicants in the Flood Risk Assessment and
Drainage Strategy (FRADS) may not give adequate protection from heavy rain falling on
already saturated ground, as in 2007. As stated on page 26 of the FRADS, the balancing
ponds will be cut well below the water table and there is uncertainty over the effects of
underground water flow and hydrostatic pressure, especially if climate change produces
frequent periods like this winter and last where the water table comes up to the surface for
many weeks. Gardens in Woodlands Road across the A46 from the site of the proposed
balancing ponds are flooded frequently by underground water flowing under the A46; one
house was flooded inside in 2007 and again recently according to local residents. This
demonstrates there are significant underground flows in the vicinity of the proposed ponds.
The Council is concerned that the applicants may also be underestimating the groundwater
flooding on the fields.
8. Traffic congestion. As discussed below in Annex A, the traffic problems that would be
created by the proposed development are very serious and the applicants have been
unable to find any solution to them. The Transport Assessment contains many weaknesses
and omissions, as identified in the objections submitted on 22 October 2013 by Robert
Williams of Entran Traffic Consultants, who has advised the Council. The traffic system in
south Cheltenham is fragile and the extra traffic from the 650 new households would make
it unstable during the morning peak traffic period. The 650 homes would directly add about
195 vehicles to the A46 queue, extending the queue down to Shurdington. But disruption to
traffic flow through Church Road would add several hundred more vehicles. The traffic

queue could then extend to the A417 roundabout and affect traffic on the A417. If one also
includes the extra traffic from the 300 homes at the SD2 site, which is included in the
Tewkesbury Local Plan, the queue seems certain to threaten the A417. The Council has
made many traffic surveys and studied and modelled the traffic problems in considerable
detail, as have the applicants, and no way has been found to mitigate the problems.
9. Damage to the local economy. The traffic congestion that would be caused if the
development was allowed to proceed would make it much harder to travel into Cheltenham
on the A46. This would do serious damage to local economy. The great importance of
transport to the local economy and the damage that traffic delays cause to local companies
and employment are being emphasised by Gloucester County Council in the case for the
A417 Loop road to reduce delays on the A417. The green setting of Cheltenham is also
hugely important for attracting new companies into the town. These economic issues are
covered in more detail in the Council’s submission on the draft JCS at Appendix 2.
10. Traffic pollution. Measurements by Cheltenham Borough Council show that nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) pollution levels exceed the EU-permitted limit of 40 micrograms per cubic
metre near the A46 junction with Moorend Park Road. Although data has not been
gathered over a full year, CBC has stated that the pollution at this location is likely to
exceed the limit throughout the year. The NO2 pollution in Church Road also exceeds the
EU limits in the winter months. The argument is sometimes made that the traffic pollution in
Cheltenham is not as bad as in parts of London and in some other UK towns and cities.
However, three important issues need to be considered in the context of the present
application:
a. Medical and epidemiological evidence is showing that the current limits on vehicle
pollution may need to be reduced substantially (ref.1). WHO is recommending that
the level for pm2.5 nanoparticles must be reduced by a factor of 2.5. This would
mean that pm2.5 near the Moorend Park Road junction, Church Road and along the
A46 will be over the pm2.5 limit. Compared to NO2, pm2.5 is more pervasive and
persistent, and in urban areas background levels are not much lower than roadside
levels (ref.2); pm2.5 from a long A46 queue can be swept up into Cheltenham by
the prevailing SW wind.
b. The European Commission in 2012 rejected the UK government’s plea for further
time to introduce anti-pollution measures and in 2013 the UK Supreme Court ruled
that the UK government is failing its legal duty on air pollution. Following this ruling,
the Commission launched legal proceedings against the UK in February 2014 (ref.
3). Many UK towns and cities now face the risk of multimillion euro fines (ref. 4). The
Localism Bill includes clauses that would allow the UK government to pass EU fines
on to regional and local authorities and the proportion passed would be relative to
the degree to which each authority has power to tackle the problem and has failed
to do so. It is one thing to have a pollution problem and to be taking steps to reduce
it, but quite another to approve developments that would make bad pollution levels
worse. Cheltenham Borough Council could face substantial fines and EU
prosecution.
c. As well as the pollution danger to residents, there is also a health risk to drivers and
passengers inside vehicles (ref. 5). Tests have shown that the majority of pollutants
inside a car originate from the vehicle immediately in front. The type of situation in
the A46 queue with vehicles nose to tail at an average gap of 3 to 4 metres between
vehicles is particularly bad. Some vehicles, notably buses, also ingest their own
emissions, and studies have shown that the worst pollution levels can be inside
buses in the queue. Cyclists and motor cyclists would also experience high pollution
levels (refs. 6-8).

Conclusion: For the reasons set out in sections 1 to 10 and in Annex A below and
Appendices 1 and 2, the Parish Council believes that Cheltenham Borough Council has no
choice other than to reject the application. The Parish Council also believes that the same
reasons will force the JCS to be revised to remove the land at Leckhampton from the list of
potential strategic development sites.
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Appendices:
1. Neighbourhood Plan Concept submitted in August 2013 by Leckhampton with Warden Hill
and Shurdington Parish Councils to Cheltenham and Tewkesbury Borough Councils.
2. Joint Core Strategy Consultation: Comments by Leckhampton with Warden Hill Parish
Council dated 12 December 2013.
Annex A:
Why the traffic problems preclude any major housing development on the Leckhampton
fields.
1. Introduction
The evidence in this annex is largely contained in the Neighbourhood Plan Concept, which
was submitted jointly by Leckhampton with Warden Hill Parish Council and Shurdington Parish
Council to Cheltenham and Tewkesbury Borough Councils in August 2013 and is included at
Appendix 1. Annexes 2 and 3 of the NP Concept analysed the traffic implications for the
various strategic developments under consideration in the draft Joint Core Strategy (JCS) as
this was emerging in summer 2013. The purpose in Annex A is to analyse the traffic problems
specifically for the context of the current application for 650 new homes on the Leckhampton
fields.
2. Traffic surveys and model
The crucial traffic problems arise in the workday peak morning period from 07:30 to 09:15. To
properly understand the traffic system, the Parish Council has conducted a large number of
surveys of the peak morning traffic between 07:00 and 09:30 at all the main junctions along

the A46 from the A417 to the Moorend Park Road junction and at various locations in
Leckhampton. The surveys along the A46 were carried out mainly in February and March
2013 and are described in Annex 3 of the NP Concept at Appendix 1. Six surveys were also
carried out at the junction of Church Road and Kidnappers Lane in September/October 2012
and other surveys have been conducted in Farm Lane at the Church Road and Brizen Lane
junctions in March/April 2013. The data from the A46 surveys was used to build a computer
model of the inward traffic flow on the A46, which was validated by Robert Williams, Director of
Entran traffic consultants. The model is described in Annex 3 of the NP Concept.
3. What causes the traffic queue?
The reason the A46 queue forms is that the junction of the A46 with Moorend Park Road has a
maximum throughput capacity of about 900 vehicles per hour in each direction on the A46.
This capacity also depends on how much traffic is crossing or joining the A46 from Moorend
Park Road. From about 08:15 to 08:45, the capacity drops to around 750 vehicles per hour as
more of the traffic light cycle is taken up by the Moorend Park Road traffic. The queue starts to
form at around 07:40 when the vehicle arrival rate on the A46 exceeds the maximum junction
capacity. It grows quickly, reaching the Woodlands Road junction in 5 to 10 minutes. The
growth then slackens and the queue grows slowly to a final length of 0.8 to 1.3 km. The queue
typically persists to around 09:00, although if the traffic is light the queue can be much shorter
and dissipate quite quickly.
4. How the 650 new homes would affect the A46 traffic queue
The traffic from the 650 new homes would affect the A46 queue in two ways. First, vehicles
from the new homes travelling into Cheltenham through the Moorend Park Road junction
would add directly to the A46 queue. Secondly, the longer A46 queue would cause traffic to
start diverting from Shurdington via Leckhampton Lane and Church Road in order to bypass
the queue. This would destabilise the traffic flow through Church Road. What happens if
Church Road jams is discussed in sections 5 to 12 below.
To calculate how many vehicles would be added directly to the queue by the 650 homes, the
Council has used a mobilisation figure of 0.6 vehicles per household during the peak period.
This is the mobilisation figure used by the applicants in their traffic modelling. It is consistent
with the morning traffic flow that the Council measured in traffic surveys at the Lanes Estate,
which is adjacent to the site of the proposed development and also to the SD2 and Brizen
Farm sites. Using 0.6 vehicles per household and making a best estimate of the proportion
that would travel into Cheltenham on the A46 (as discussed in Annex 3 of the NP Concept at
Appendix 1) the 650 homes would directly add about 195 extra vehicles to the A46 queue.
As the queue lengthens beyond each junction, traffic wanting to leave at that junction becomes
trapped in the queue, adding further to the queue length. This is taken into account in the
traffic model. The model shows that the traffic from the 650 homes would extend the queue to
a length of 2.6 km taking it to the Leckhampton Lane junction in Shurdington.
Whilst application 13/01605/OUT is only for 650 homes it is linked through the applicants’
illustrative masterplan to the proposed development of 300 houses on the SD2 site, which is
already included in the Tewkesbury Local Plan. The SD2 application was previously rejected
at a planning appeal because it was deemed to be too isolated and unsustainable without the
development now proposed in the present application. If the present application were
permitted, approval for the SD2 application would seem likely. Adding the traffic from the 300
SD2 homes would increase the length of the A46 queue by a further 1.1 km, taking the queue
through Shurdington to the Badgeworth Lane junction. There would be around 450 vehicles in
the queue, of which around 320 were due to the developments. The model calculates that
from the end of the queue it would take vehicles nearly an hour to reach the centre of
Cheltenham.

5. How traffic would be likely to bypass the A46 queue
The A46 traffic model allows the queue speed to be calculated at each point along the A46
and it predicts that from the Leckhampton Lane junction in Shurdington vehicles in the queue
would take about 35 minutes to reach the Moorend Park Road junction. However, drivers can
bypass the queue by turning right onto Leckhampton Lane and continuing through Church
Road and into Cheltenham either via Leckhampton Road or via Moorend Park Road. This
bypass route is slightly longer in distance but would take less than 10 minutes provided that
traffic was flowing freely through Church Road.
There would in fact be two bypass routes that drivers could take: one via Leckhampton Lane
through Church Road to Leckhampton Road and the second via Leckhampton Lane and Farm
Lane and then back to the A46 through the proposed development to the new traffic light
controlled junction at the north end of the site, which would be close to the front of the A46
queue. The first route would be quicker, but once a long traffic queue built up in Church Road
drivers would be tend to divert instead onto the second route.
Drivers would judge which route to take based on their experience of past congestion. Until
about 07:45, most drivers would remain on the A46 knowing that the traffic queue would still
be quite short when they reached it. After 07:45, drivers would increasingly decide to divert
onto Leckhampton Lane and might choose which route to take at the junction with Farm Lane
by observing the length of the traffic queue ahead of them into Church Road. If Church Road
jammed up, they would all tend to use the Farm Lane route.
The traffic model shows that if all the vehicles heading to the Moorend Park Road junction
diverted onto Leckhampton Lane this would add an extra 8.2 vehicles per minute on average
to the 4.1 vehicles per minute that currently turn onto Leckhampton Lane. Such a three-fold
increase in the traffic would be likely to jam Church Road as discussed in section 10 below.
6. Importance of Church Road to the Cheltenham traffic system
It is important to appreciate the vital role that Church Road plays in Cheltenham’s traffic
system and the consequences if Church Road jams up. The route through Church Road
allows
traffic
to
flow
between
south/south-east
Cheltenham
and
west
Cheltenham/A46/A417/M5/Gloucester without having to go through the town centre or through
the Moorend Park Road junction.
The traffic flow in Church Road was surveyed by the Parish Council at the Kidnappers Lane
junction on six mornings between 10 September 2012 and 1 October 2012. The surveys
covered all five weekdays and a second Thursday survey was done because on the first
Thursday the traffic jammed up (the cause of this is not known). The data from these surveys
are in Table A.2.1 of the NP Concept at Appendix 1.
The surveys showed that each workday around 1320 vehicles used Church Road between
07:30 and 09:00, with 675 vehicles travelling in the SW direction (clockwise round
Cheltenham) and 650 in the NE direction (anti-clockwise). Without Church Road, the majority
of these vehicles would have to travel instead via the Moorend Park Road junction. The
clockwise flow through Moorend Park Road would mainly turn left onto the A46; some might
continue straight ahead if drivers were heading to west Cheltenham, the M5 or Gloucester.
Either way, the vehicles would take up more of the traffic light cycle and would reduce the
throughput for the A46 traffic, roughly on a 1:1 basis. The anti-clockwise flow would travel up
the A46, adding to the A46 queue. Most vehicles would turn right onto Moorend Park Road.
They would have to wait to cross the outbound A46 traffic flow and because there is only a
short right turning lane they would hold up the rest of the traffic. This would mean the inward
and outward A46 traffic could not cross simultaneously and would need separate traffic light
periods. Overall, this could reduce the capacity of the junction to as little as 200 vehicles per
hour and add of the order of 800 extra vehicles to the queue length. Such a small throughput
would also mean that a long queue of outward travelling vehicles would form back through the
centre of Cheltenham.

7. Reason that traffic in Church Road is liable to gridlock
The section of Church Road between Kidnappers Lane and the Leckhampton Road is narrow.
Most of the houses on the north side of the road have no space for off-road parking and
vehicles are parked along the north side of the road. They park on the pavement as much a
possible, but even so it is hard for vehicles to pass in both directions. If a jam happens it is
normally resolved quickly by drivers squeezing past each other. More protracted jams do
occur occasionally and would be more frequent if the traffic levels were to increase. Mark
Power of Gloucestershire Highways has emphasised the importance of keeping any extra
traffic away from Church Road and this has been a key issue for the applicants. As Mark
Power has also made clear, there is no way to mitigate the traffic difficulties in Church Road,
because the road is hemmed in by housing and by the scarp of Leckhampton Hill and the
AONB.
8. Current situation
Fortunately, very few drivers currently use Church Road to bypass the A46 queue. This has
been confirmed by surveys made by the applicants using number plate tracking and also by
the Parish Council by measuring the driving times by the two routes. The Parish Council found
that as long as the A46 queue does not extend beyond the Kidnappers Lane junction, the
bypass route offers no advantage. However, if the A46 queue reaches as far as the Up
Hatherley Way roundabout, the bypass route becomes about 6 minutes quicker. At present,
drivers in Shurdington deciding whether or not to use the bypass route do not know how long
the A46 queue will be when they reach it. So they tend to choose to stay on the A46. However,
the A46 queue does not need to become much longer before drivers can decide with
confidence that it would be quicker to use the bypass route.
9. Effect of general increases predicted in traffic levels
Even without any further housing development, the A46 traffic queue is expected to increase
by around 75 vehicles because of the general increase in traffic predicted by Department for
Transport as the economy recovers. This would increase the queue length by about 0.6 km
and make the bypass route clearly quicker for drivers reaching the Leckhampton Lane junction
in Shurdington after about 08:15. It was on this argument that it was concluded in the NP
Concept that there is no scope for any housing development on the Leckhampton fields that
would significantly increase the traffic flow into the Moorend Park Road junction.
10. How close is Church Road to gridlock?
The traffic flows measured in the Council’s traffic surveys in Church Road are shown in Table
A.2.1 of the NP Concept at Appendix 1. Some indication of the maximum capacity of Church
Road can be gleaned by looking at when a significant traffic queue forms waiting to enter the
narrow section of the road. It appears that when the combined throughput in both directions is
less than 16 vehicles per minute, the traffic generally flows well and any queue is short. When
the combined throughput exceeds 16 vehicles per minute there is roughly a 50% chance that a
substantial queue will form. The maximum throughput capacity seems to be around 19 to 20
vehicles per minute, though it is not clear that this could be sustained for long.
The survey data for 13 September 2012 also indicates how the flow can collapse due to
congestion. Because cars and vans can squeeze past each other, the road is only likely to jam
absolutely if a large vehicle is trying to get through in the peak period. The road has a 7.5 ton
limit, but occasionally an articulated lorry or other very large vehicle does attempt to come
through and it then depends on the traffic coming in the other direction stopping soon enough
or reversing back. With a larger pressure of vehicles trying to get through, it would be more
likely that reversing back would not be possible and the road could then lock up completely.
A more common scenario is for the throughput to progressively decline as the road becomes
more congested and vehicles have increasing difficulty passing each other. Long queues then
build back along Church Road towards Leckhampton Lane, along Kidnappers Lane and
across and along Leckhampton Road. This was the situation for the traffic survey on 13
September 2012. In fact, even on a normal morning when the traffic is flowing well through

Church Road, a short queue does frequently spread back to the Leckhampton Road. So it is
easy for problems in Church Road to spread back and block Leckhampton Road.
11. Direct traffic to Church Road from 650 homes
As discussed below in section 13, the applicants have proposed measures by which they
believe they can limit the number of vehicles flowing to Church Road from the 650 new homes
to an average of around 0.75 vehicles per minute in the peak period. It would also be
important, however, that a big group of vehicles did not arrive at the same time. Also, as
discussed in section 13, the measures are controversial and are unlikely to work well or to be
acceptable in terms of road safety.
12. Effect of traffic diverting onto the bypass route and the impact on the A417
As noted in section 5, there would be two routes by which traffic could bypass the A46 queue:
one via Leckhampton Lane through Church Road to Leckhampton Road and the other via
Leckhampton Lane, Farm Lane and through the proposed development to the traffic light
controlled exit near the head of the A46 queue. Vehicles using the Farm Lane route would all
contribute to the A46 queue because they would still be passing through the Moorend Park
Road junction. Vehicles using the Church Road route would also contribute if they then
continued via Moorend Park Road but not if they continued via Leckhampton Road to the Bath
Road. The Council’s traffic surveys at the Moorend Park Road junction indicate that the traffic
through Church Road would split roughly half-half between these two routes. So provided that
the Church Road traffic did not jam up, the bypass route could significantly reduce the length
of the A46 traffic queue, probably by around 60 vehicles (0.5 km).
On days when Church Road jams up, the situation would be similar to that already described
in section 6 with the traffic diverting via the A46 and the Moorend Park Road junction. The
clockwise traffic flow would add to the length of the A46 queue on a 1:1 basis by reducing the
junction capacity for the A46 traffic. The anticlockwise traffic would flow back to the A46 via
Farm Lane and the development. The overall outcome would depend on how badly Church
Road jammed and at what stage this happened. A partial gridlock similar to that on 13
September 2012 and starting at about 08:10 would be likely to add somewhere around 270
vehicles to the A46 queue and around 130 vehicles to queues in Church Road, Moorend Park
Road and at the exits onto the A46 from the development. This assumes that the traffic light
sequences at the A46 intersections are set to avoid huge queues building up on Moorend Park
Road and within the development. The traffic model indicates that the 270 vehicles added to
the A46 queue would probably cause the A46 queue to extend as far as the A417 junction by
about 08:55, although this depends on how quickly traffic flows adjust. This is without including
the traffic from the 300 homes on the SD2 site or the general increased traffic levels predicted
by the Department for Transport. Both of these would make the queue substantially worse as
well as increasing the probability of Church Road jamming.
One might be able to mitigate the impact on the A417 by adding an extra queuing lane along
the eastbound carriageway, but this would be expensive and would not necessarily prevent
the queue reaching back onto M5 junction 11A. One could also widen the A46 south of
Shurdington to allow a two lane queue on the A46, but again this would be expensive.
13. Proposed mitigation measures – reducing the traffic to and from Kidnappers Lane
To limit the number of vehicles coming to Church Road from the new development, the
applicants have proposed closing Kidnappers Lane, creating an alternative route through the
new development and making this deliberately torturous with multiple bends to discourage
traffic flow. The hope is to discourage the through traffic that currently flows along Kidnappers
Lane between Church Road and Up Hatherley Way. The flow is important because it links east
and south-east Cheltenham to west Cheltenham and to the A40 and M5 junction 11. The
combined flow on this route between 07:30 and 09:00 is of the order of 200 vehicles. The aim
would be to reroute these 200 vehicles via the Moorend Park Road junction in order to reduce
the traffic through Church Road so that Church Road is less likely to jam.

There are several problems with this proposal:
 The route via the Moorend Park Road junction is longer in distance and there are delays in
both directions in queuing at the Moorend Park Road junction, particularly for traffic going
anticlockwise round Cheltenham. So to discourage the through traffic, one would need to
inject a long delay into the Kidnappers Lane route. This is not practicable and one could not
delay the through traffic without also delaying vehicles from the development and existing
housing along Kidnappers Lane, Farm Lane and the Lanes Estate. Re-routing via the
Moorend Park Road junction would add to the A46 queue.
 Making the route through the development tortuous would create a serious hazard to
children, pedestrians and road users.
 As Mark Power of Gloucestershire Highways pointed out at the public meeting on the
application, it is difficult to get approval to close roads and it is not at all clear that approval
would be granted to close Kidnappers Lane.
14. Proposed mitigation measures – reducing traffic to and from Leckhampton Lane
The applicants have sought ways to reduce the traffic in Church Road flowing via
Leckhampton Lane. They outlined three possible approaches in their public exhibition in
February 2013, but none of these works and the application and Transport Assessment leaves
the issue vague. The three approaches considered were:
1 (a) To close Leckhampton Lane. This is impossible because of the vital importance of the
Church Road – Leckhampton Lane route to Cheltenham’s traffic system, as discussed in
section 6 above.
(b) To alternatively close Leckhampton Lane just to traffic travelling in the NE direction. This
would add around 400 vehicles to the A46 queue and would extend the queue beyond the
A417 junction and onto the A417.
2 To route the traffic travelling NE on Leckhampton Lane back to the A46 by closing the
access to Church Road. This would mean routing around 400 extra vehicles through the
Moorend Park Road junction, with the same consequences as (1b) above. It would also be
routing this traffic through the proposed development with attendant safety risks.
3 To impede the traffic travelling NE on Leckhampton Lane in order to remove the time
advantage of this route compared with staying in the A46. The applicants have suggested
using a string of chicanes along Leckhampton Lane. However, it is not practicable to inject
a delay of at least 15 minutes needed to compensate for the increased delay in the A46
queue. If the chicanes were made sufficiently dangerous to be a deterrent, they would be
likely to cause traffic accidents, including head on collisions. Also because the chicanes
would be permanent they would create a 24-hour traffic hazard.
15. Proposed mitigation measures – more use of public transport
The applicants propose that significant mitigation might be achieved through more use of
public transport. However it seems doubtful that buses will make a substantial contribution to
reducing the traffic even if they are routed through the proposed development. Whilst, buses
are an attractive option for travelling to the centre of Cheltenham for shopping later in the day,
most commuters in the peak period are heading elsewhere and choose the flexibility and
convenience of driving. Residents driving into Cheltenham from the proposed 650 homes will
be able to join the A46 very near the front of the A46 queue. So they will not suffer significant
delay and will have little incentive to use a bus. In several traffic surveys that the Parish
Council carried out at the Kidnappers Lane / A46 junction, no residents from the Lanes Estate
were observed to board the number 10 bus, even though this is a regular service with a bus
every 10 minutes at that time of day. It is hard to see why it would be much different for
residents in the proposed development.

16. Proposed mitigation – use of park-and-ride
The drivers who might have an incentive to use buses are those who are stuck at the back of
the A46 queue. But this only applies if travel by a park-and-ride bus offers a big time
advantage. Because there is no space on the A46 for a dedicated bus lane, the bus would be
stuck in the
same queue as the cars. Widening the A46 to provide a bus lane would be very expensive and
it would be necessary to bypass Shurdington. So this option is unlikely to be affordable and in
any case experience with park-and-ride schemes elsewhere in Cheltenham shows that they
do not succeed easily. It has also been suggested that a park-and-ride could be located near
the Up Hatherley Way roundabout. However, by the time drivers reach this point, their
remaining journey time is quite short. So, it would require some other incentive, such as
making parking in Cheltenham or at their place of work seriously expensive. The problem is
that such measures would deter people from working or travelling into Cheltenham and would
hurt the economy.
17. Proposed mitigation – use of alternative routes into Cheltenham
The applicants have suggested that vehicles could travel by other routes to avoid the A46
queue. It is hard to see what these could be. To the west, the route via the M5 and A40 is very
congested and Badgeworth Lane is a poor alternative to the A46 because vehicles would still
have to travel into Cheltenham from Hatherley on already congested roads. To the east the
only alternative route would be via the A417 to the Air Balloon roundabout and then into
Cheltenham via Leckhampton Hill. This route is substantially longer in distance and the
congestion up Crickley Hill and at the Air Balloon roundabout is notorious. The route down
Leckhampton Hill has a 7.5 ton restriction and a quite dangerous curve below Salterley
Grange. The proposed A417 Loop road would reduce the congestion on the A417 but make
the route still longer, and even with the Loop, the traffic climbing up Crickley Hill would still be
quite slow. It is also against the Highways Agency policy for the strategic highway network to
be used for local travel and the case with the Highways Agency and Government for the A417
Loop road could be weakened if Cheltenham were allowing developments that would increase
the local traffic on the Loop road.
18. Fundamental unsustainability
The analysis in this Annex has only concerned how the proposed 650 homes would increase
the formation and length of the traffic queues. There is another issue over how long the
congestion would persist. The existing queue on the A46 forms from 07:40 to 07:55, but
typically persists for another hour until there is sufficient spare capacity in the system to allow
it to dissipate. If the A46 traffic queue extends to the A417 or even to Shurdington, it will take
much longer to dissipate. The A46 is the trunk route to the A417. There is little point in
pleading the economic importance of the A417 Loop if the congestion on the A417 up Crickley
Hill is merely replaced by congestion on the A46 and spreading from the A46 onto the A417.
The traffic system in south Cheltenham is fragile because there is so little road capacity for
vehicles to travel in and out of Cheltenham from the south. This cannot be altered. It is a
fundamental limitation due to geography and Cheltenham’s layout. The system is close to
breaking. It is vital to keep it functioning by not overloading it more.
19. Conclusion
The Parish Council has been a member of the applicants’ local forum and has given a great
deal of detailed consideration to the traffic issues. The Council has explored various potential
solutions to the traffic problems. But no ideas have been found to be feasible. The Parish
Council is therefore absolutely convinced that these traffic problems are so severe and
intractable that they not only prohibit the present application but also preclude any
development that would significantly increase the net traffic flow into Cheltenham through the
Moorend Park Road intersection in the peak traffic period.

Highways Agency
31st October 2013
Thank you for consulting the Highways Agency (HA) with regards to this application. We
acknowledge this as a mixed use outline planning application seeking permission for 650 C3
Class dwelling houses; 400sqm retail unit Class A 1 Use; additional retail unit Class A1 Use
for a potential pharmacy (100sqm): Class D1 Use GP surgery (1,200sqm,) and up to
4,500sqm of additional floorspace to comprise one or more of the following uses, namely
Class A Uses, Class B1 offices, Class C2 care home, and Class D1 Uses.
Having considered the information prepared to support the proposed scheme, in particular the
accompanying Transport Assessment (TA), and the Non-Residential and Residential
framework Travel Plans, we acknowledge that transport analysis allows for a previously
envisaged quantum of development The TA therefore confirms that a strategic road network
specific Addendum will be produced to reflect the impact of the proposed development mix (as
identified above) in line with the requirements of the Department for Transport's recently
adopted Circular 02/13 "The Strategic Road Network and the Delivery of Sustainable
Development"'. For your information the HA is content that the applicant is working closely with
us in developing agreeable assessment for inclusion in the Addendum report.
The Travel Plans appear to have the potential to mitigate the impact of increased car journeys
on the strategic road network. However, the HA will need to understand the implications for the
SRN, to be demonstrated in the Addendum, before the exact requirements of the Travel Plan
can be known.
Whilst the HA awaits SRN specific assessment to be provided by way of an Addendum
document we find it necessary to direct that planning permission not be granted for a period of
time sufficient to allow for the provision and review of this information. I therefore attach a
TR110 confirming our position.
If you have any questions regarding the points raised in this letter please do not hesitate to
contact me.
21st May 2014
Further to our letter of 30th October 2013, and our subsequent renewal of the Direction of Non
Approval, we have set out as follows an update to the Agency's position regarding the
Leckhampton development.
Since our previous letter further work has been undertaken by the applicant's consultants,
including assessment of development traffic and the associated impact upon the strategic road
network (SRN). This has included a PARAMICS assessment undertaken by our consultants
JMP.
The results of this assessment have identified that the scheme proposed, when considered
against forecast development growth identified within the emerging Joint Core Strategy, is
unlikely to have a significant impact upon the safe and free flow operation of the SRN. Given
this to be the case the Agency is lifting the direction of non approval previously placed on the
application and replacing it with one offering no objections. The enclosed TR11 0 confirms
this.
In lifting this direction it should be noted that this development has been considered within the
context of the JCS as it stands. Currently this provides very limited detail, provisional or
committed, as to the likely level of highway infrastructure that will be required to deliver growth
across the JCS region. This results in a lack of clarity as to how traffic growth will be
accommodated by the highway network in the region and the consequential impact of this

growth upon the SRN network. Given this to be the case we would welcome clarification from
the JCS authorities as to the proposed infrastructure and associated mitigation strategies that
are to be implemented.
The Highways Agency is working closely with the Joint Core Strategy project team and other
stakeholders to ensure that the submission, in due course, of the Joint Core Strategy for
examination will be supported by a robust transport evidence base.

Contaminated Land Officer
4th October 2013
Standard Contaminated Land Planning Condition
Unless otherwise agreed by the Local Planning Authority, development shall not commence
on site until the following condition has been complied with. If unexpected contamination is
found after development has begun, development must be halted on that part of the site
affected by the unexpected contamination until section iv) has been complied with in relation to
that contamination.
i) Site characterisation
A site investigation and risk assessment shall be carried out to assess the potential nature and
extent of any contamination on the site, whether or not it originates on the site. The
investigation and risk assessment must be undertaken by competent persons and a written
report of the findings must be produced. The written report is subject to the approval in writing
of the Local Planning Authority. The report must include;
a) a survey of the extent, scale and nature of contamination
b) an assessment of the potential risks to;
- human health
- property (including buildings, crops, livestock, pets, woodland and service lines and pipes)
- adjoining land
- ecological systems
- groundwaters and surface water
- archeological sites and ancient monuments
c) an appraisal of remedial options to mitigate against any potentially significant risks identified
from the risk assessment.
This must be conducted in accordance with DEFRA and the Environment Agency's 'Model
Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination, CLR11'
ii) Submission of a remediation scheme
Where remediation is required, a detailed remediation scheme to bring the site to a condition
suitable for the intended use shall be produced and will be subject to the approval of the Local
Planning Authority prior to implementation. The scheme must include all works to be
undertaken, proposed remediation objectives and remediation criteria, timetable of works and
site management procedures. The scheme must ensure that the site will not qualify as
contaminated land under Part 2a of the Environmental Protection Act (1990) in relation to the
intended use of the land after remediation.
iii) Implementation of approved remediation scheme
Any approved remediation scheme must be carried out in accordance with its terms prior to
the commencement of the development, other than that required to carry out remediation.
Following completion of measures identified in any approved remediation scheme, a
verification report that demonstrates the effectiveness of the remediation carried out must be
produced and is subject to the approval of the Local Planning Authority.

iv) Reporting of unexpected contamination
In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the approved
development, that was not previously identified, it must be reported immediately in writing to
the Local Planning Authority. An investigation and risk assessment must be undertaken in
accordance with section i) and a remediation scheme submitted in accordance with section ii).
Following completion of measures identified in the approved remediation scheme, a
verification report must be produced in accordance with section iii).
Reason: To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of the land and
neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to controlled waters, property and
ecological systems, and to ensure that the development can be carried out safely without
unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors.
29th May 2014
I have previously commented on this application and there remains the requirement to add the
standard contaminated land condition to any planning permission. Information submitted to
date does not satisfy the requirements of the recommended planning condition.

HMO Division
25th September 2013
Bedrooms should have floor areas no less than 7sqm for a single bedroom and 10.5sqm for a
double bedroom.
The applicant should be advised that any residential accommodation must comply with the
Housing Act 2004 and that any inadequate, insufficient or hazardous accommodation may be
subject to enforcement action under the Housing Act 2004, which can include prohibition of
use.
Subject to compliance with the above, I have no fundamental objection to this proposal.

County Education
22nd July 2014
The proposal will comprise 650 residential dwellings. I have based my assessment on the
assumption that all of these are qualifying dwellings for the purposes of assessing the S106
contributions required by GCC. The level of contributions may change if the dwelling
numbers/mix changes.
GCC is the relevant authority for education, highways and various other community services. It
is responsible for determining and negotiating contributions towards these services which
include education, library, fire and rescue, transportation strategy, sustainable transport
issues, pedestrian and cycle routes etc. The Development Control Unit of the Environment
Department will provide a separate response on highway/transportation issues.
This development will generate significant additional burden on resources in the area and the
developer will be required to provide a number of GCC and District contributions to address
the impact on infrastructure. I am also aware that the Draft of the Joint Core Strategy for
Tewkesbury, Cheltenham and Gloucester currently identifies the area within which the
application is located for the development of in the region of 1,100 dwellings. In formulating my
response I consider it appropriate to have regard to the potential additional development likely
to come forward in this area in the near future i.e. 1,100 or more dwellings.
I have considered the implications of the proposed scheme on local education and other
community resources for which GCC is responsible and whether planning obligations are

relevant. This follows requirements and standards that are used by GCC elsewhere in
Gloucestershire and also meets national practice.
1. GENERAL
a. In all cases GCC work to complete a S106 agreement with the applicant and
landowners as soon as possible in relation to GCC requirements. This may be done
independently of the timing of planning applications.
b. Any contributions sought will align with the National Planning Policy Framework March
2012 (paragraphs 203-206) and the CIL Regulations 2010 (section 122 and 123).
Planning obligations will be required only where they are:



necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; and
directly related to the development; and
fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.

c. Contributions are ring-fenced for capital works specified by GCC, held in independent
accounts and are not interchangeable.
d. GCC will account for unspent contributions, expenditure and accrued interest.
e. Unless programmed for expenditure or otherwise agreed, contributions not applied by
GCC are returnable to the developer usually within 5 years, together with interest.
f.

GCC must be party to the s106 agreement. The agreement may include other matters
such as highway obligations and the District Council may also be party to it. The
developer will be required to meet GCC’s legal and technical costs in preparing the
agreement.

g. All contributions will be bonded and indexed.
h. We will assist by promoting early agreement of appropriate terms and instructing
solicitors to commence preparation of a s106 agreement with the developer and the
landowner as soon as possible in relation to the GCC contributions.
2. EDUCATION
a. GCC is a Children's Services Authority (CSA). The key aim of the CSA is to improve the
co-ordination of services that affect children and young people. These services are:
i. Education – taking over functions of the former Local Education Authority (LEA)
ii. Social services – where they relate to children and young people
iii. Health services – where the CSA works for children on behalf of organisations
such as the NHS.
b. New residential development gives rise to new pupils in relation to the type and
numbers of new dwellings. There are direct linkages between the number of dwellings
and number of pupils. GCC has a statutory responsibility to ensure sufficient high
quality pupil places across the County. Where existing schools do not have surplus
places or there are insufficient schools or no schools local to the development
additional accommodation is required for the new pupils. There is justification at
national, regional, county and local level for requiring contributions to local early years,
primary and secondary education facilities where evidence indicates this is reasonable.

c. Contributions will be bonded, and indexed to the DfE cost multiplier issued by the
Department for Education (or by any other Department Ministry or other body upon
which the duties in connection with that index devolves, being the cost per pupil for the
construction of accommodation to provide additional pupil places) and supplemented by
the BCIS Public Sector Tender Price index in the intervening year or years that the DfE
cost multiplier is not issued.
d. When assessing education contributions, GCC’s current criteria for a qualifying dwelling
are a house without age or health occupancy restrictions and with 2 or more bedrooms.
Flats and one bed houses are therefore excluded as they are occupied by lower
numbers of school aged children compared to houses.
e. This education assessment is based on 650 family houses i.e. 650 qualifying
dwellings but with regard to the potential for 1,100 or more dwellings in the area.
f.

Affordable or social housing is considered to contribute to local education infrastructure
requirements in the same proportion as open market housing.

g. GCC has reviewed and analysed pupil numbers at different development/dwelling types
across the county. The current research shows that 7 full time equivalents pre-school
children, 25 primary age children and 15 secondary pupils arise per 100 dwellings.
h. Pre-School:
i. In accordance with 2g above, 46 early years children (full time equivalents) will
arise from this proposal. GCC’s Childcare Sufficiency Assessment 2011
identifies that currently demand is matched closely by supply in the area. A
development of this size will increase demand significantly requiring additional
provision. The increase in demand resulting from the additional 2yr olds who will
have a legal entitlement to free early education from 2014 should also be taken
into account. The needs of the pre-school children generated by this proposal
will be best met by provision incorporated within a new primary school. One
early years playroom and one play space for 2 year olds with associated office
space, toilets and play areas will be required as part of a new school.
i.

Primary requirements:
i. In accordance with 2g above, 163 primary pupils will arise from this proposal.
1,100 dwellings would generate 275 children. The primary schools closest to the
development are Leckhampton and Warden Hill. Current forecasts indicate that
Leckhampton is forecast to remain over capacity to 2016/17 whilst Warden Hill
is forecast to have only 21 surplus places in 2016/17. Clearly, there is a need for
this proposal to make primary education provision for the 163 children it is likely
to generate and for GCC to have regard for the additional 112 children from
further development in the area.
ii. Leckhampton and Warden Hill schools are on restricted sites and do not have
capacity to expand.
iii. A one form entry (1FE) school provides 210 places and requires a site of 1.1ha.
A 1.5FE school provides 315 places and requires a site of 1.57ha. A standalone
development of 650 dwellings would be required to provide a 1 form entry (FE),
210 place school site. To enable expansion of a new school to 1.5FE, this
proposal will be required to provide a 1.57ha freehold primary school site to the
Diocese at nil cost with access and all necessary services of appropriate
capacity to the site boundary. The site to be free from any encumbrances and
contamination. It is understood that the Diocese has been in discussion with the

applicant regarding the provision of a site of 1.7ha through its landownership on
the site (see v below).
iv. GCC requires a school of sufficient capacity to be constructed as part of this
development to accommodate all pupils arising from the proposal but with
capacity for expansion to 1.5FE. Therefore a 1FE (210 place) school with
a1.5FE core and early years accommodation should be provided by this
development.
v. The Diocese of Gloucester owns land within the application site. It is understood
agreement has been reached between the Diocese and the applicant to locate
the school site on the Diocese land and for the school to be built under an
arrangement between the applicant and the Diocese. The Diocese are
proposing for the school to operate under their control as a free school as part of
the Diocese of Gloucester Academies Trust. GCC is satisfied with this
arrangement subject to provisions in a S106 agreement requiring the school to
be built to the appropriate standards and accommodation schedule that is
compliant with BB99 or any superseding standards. GCC will also require some
form of ‘step-in’ rights in the S106 in the event of the school not being provided
within prescribed timetable and/or standards. This may require the provision of a
bond.
vi. Given the forecast lack of places in the area, the timing of the provision of the
new school is critical to GCC and the Diocese. As the Diocese are proposing to
manage the school build contract, an early date needs to be agreed for the
applicant to make the school site available to the Diocese with appropriate
access and services connections. These arrangements will need to be the
subject of further discussions between the parties.
j.

Secondary requirements
i. The closest secondary school is Cheltenham Bournside (approx 2.3km). The
latest forecast indicates that from 2018/19 there will be no surplus places at
Bournside.
From 2019 there are forecast to be no surplus places within the Cheltenham
secondary
school
planning
area.
GCC’s School Capacity Return for 2012 also indicates that by 2018 there will be
an additional 200 children (11 to 16) from small scale housing developments in
Cheltenham, who are not accounted for in the forecasts above.
ii. In accordance with 2g above, 650 qualifying dwellings will give rise to 97.5
secondary pupils.
iii. The education cost multiplier per secondary pupil for 2014/15 is £17,832 (11 to
18). This is a fair and representative indication of the capital cost of providing
secondary places.
iv. Given the current and forecast pressure on school places in Cheltenham there is
a need for this proposal to provide additional capacity in the area. A contribution
of: 97.5 x £17,832 = £1,738,620 will be required from this proposal for capital
works to extend, remodel, upgrade and improve the capacity and suitability at
Cheltenham Secondary Schools and/or Chosen Hill. At this stage discussions
have not taken place with the relevant schools to determine where and how this
additional capacity will be provided.

v. If the number of qualifying dwellings change, the contribution will be adjusted up
or down by £2,675 per dwelling.
vi. This contribution to be provided in 2 equal instalments 12 and 24 months after
commencement of development.
3. COMMUNITY SERVICES
a. Libraries
i. Delivery of a properly resourced and adequate library service to meet the needs
of the population arising from the scheme is required.
ii. Based on the scale of the scheme and the numbers of new inhabitants, there is
a requirement to provide an extension to the local service to meet the new
demand and maintain the welfare of the new community.
iii. The local is the council library at Up Hatherley.
iv. Contributions for community libraries are assessed on the same basis as for
statutory libraries, i.e. on the impact of the increased population in relation to
stock, equipment and opening hours requirements and the immediate and long
term costs arising over a 10 year period.
v. Operating costs are primarily staffing and premises costs. Guidance for
standards of library provision advise a) 216 items to be purchased annually per
1,000 population and b) publicly available personal computers (0.6 PCs per
1,000 population). The cost of provision includes annual running/maintenance
costs.
vi. To deliver a library service to the new community to appropriate standards,
contributions will be required, based on comparable costs of £196 per dwelling
(this includes all flats and houses).
vii. For 650 dwellings this is a total contribution of £127,400. This will be used
towards any of the following to improve the local library at Up Hatherley:- new
computers, stock, furniture, opening hours or capital works. If dwelling numbers
change this figure will be adjusted up or down by £196 per dwelling.
viii. As a comparison, the ‘Community Infrastructure Levy: advice note for Culture
Arts and Planning Professionals’ (Arts Council for England, April 2012) sets out
recommended CIL charges based on the expected space and building cost
implications of population growth for arts and culture provision. The
recommended standard charge for libraries is £252 per dwelling.
ix. The contribution will be payable in 3 equal instalments 12, 24 and 36 months
after commencement of development.
b. Youth Services
i. It is recommended that the play areas or playing fields also include a multi-use
games area and/or skate park to provide outdoor facilities for teenagers. This
provision is normally secured by the borough council(s).
4. SUMMARY
a. This response requires planning contributions from this proposal towards early years,
primary and secondary education and libraries.

b. This assessment may change if the residential mix is altered. The response is valid for
6 months from the date of this letter. After this time we may review the assessment.
c. These comments are made without prejudice to any other functions for which GCC, the
Highways Agency or the District Council have responsibility e.g. highways and
transportation, or any stance GCC may take at inquiry, appeal, re-application etc and
are made at officer level. GCC members’ opinions may differ from my comments. These
views do not imply any comment about the merits or otherwise of any development at
this site.

Crime Prevention Design Advisor
31st October 2013
In my capacity as Crime Prevention Design Advisor for Gloucestershire Constabulary I would
like to express concerns over the future design of this the planning application at Shurdington
Road, Leckhampton, Cheltenham with reference number 13/01605/OUT. I would like to draw
your attention to the PDF document attached to the carrying e-mail which should be read in
conjunction with the following crime generating subjects.
Crime and Disorder Act
Gloucestershire Constabulary would like to remind the planning committee of their obligations
under the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, Section 17 and their “Duty to consider crime and
disorder implications
(1) Without prejudice to any other obligation imposed on it, it shall be the duty of each
authority to which this section applies to exercise its various functions with due regard to the
likely effect of the exercise of those functions on, and the need to do all that it reasonably can
to prevent, crime and disorder in its area.”
Design and Access Statement
This application’s Design and Access Statement has briefly mentioned cycle security and the
ODPM's Safer Places, but the statement fails to address crime prevention, designing out crime
and site security. Future planning applications for this development should include further
information about the creation of a safe environ across the whole development, while providing
secure businesses and homes. “Design and access statements for outline and detailed
applications should therefore demonstrate how crime prevention measures have been
considered in the design of the proposal and how the design reflects the attributes of
safe, sustainable places set out in Safer Places- the Planning System and Crime
Prevention.” (Paragraph 132, Guidance on information requirements and validation,
Communities and Local Government 2010)
Planning Policy
Cheltenham Borough Council’s Local Plan which contains Policy CP 4:
“Development will be permitted only where it would:
(c) make adequate provision for security and the prevention of crime and disorder;
and
(b) not, by nature of its size, location, layout or design to give rise to crime or the
significant fear of crime or endanger public safety.”
“Create safe and accessible environments where crime and disorder, and the fear of
crime, do not undermine quality of life or community cohesion.” Paragraph 58, National
Planning Policy Framework, DCLG 2012
Carbon Footprint of Crime
The carbon cost of crime is based on a formula created by Prof Ken Pease for converting the
financial costs of crime into the energy expenditure of the emergency services and criminal
justice service as they respond to criminal events. In Gloucestershire this roughly equates to
257,012 tonnes of CO2 generated in 2012, with the Cheltenham responsible for 27% a total of

65,680 tonnes of CO2. Over the past 12 months 274 crimes occurred in the Leckhampton
area, generating 618 tonnes of CO2.
Secured by Design
Secured by Design focuses on crime prevention of homes and commercial premises and can
reduce crime by 60%. This can be achieved through the use of security standards for a wide
range of applications and products; by removing the various elements that are exploited by
potential offenders and ensure the long term management and maintenance of communal
areas.
School
 The boundary and access treatment should encourage natural surveillance from the street
scene and neighbouring houses.
 School access should be managed and locked, controlling access at the start and end to
the school day
 Signage should be used at the entrance and around the car park to impart ownership of
these areas
 Trespass onto the school grounds by the local community for their personal use should be
discouraged at all times
 Access into the staff car park should be controlled; management practices should ensure
the gates are closed during school hours and locked at all other times to minimise visitor
footfall passing through the staff parking looking for a short cut.
 Visitor car parking should be sign posted at the entrance to instil Academy ownership, lit to
BS5489-1:2003 and subject the natural surveillance
 Cycle storage should offer secure fixing and racks, while ensuring the area is subject to
natural surveillance from classrooms and dusk till dawn lighting to remove the fear of crime.
 The reception desk should form an active part of the building’s security plan by controlling
access into the building, ensuring visitors sign in and by monitoring movement through the
internal corridors.
 Designed and built following the Secured by Design publication “Schools - 2010” and the
Zurich Insurance groups publication “School and Academy design - A guide to the design
and protection of School and Academy buildings”
Local Centre
The layout
 The planting and boundary treatment should be designed to prevent the formation of desire
lines and maintained to provide natural surveillance around the buildings, car park and
through the landscaped areas
 Street parking should be avoided as this breaks down any natural surveillance and hinders
the flow of traffic.
 The local centre should ensure natural surveillance is provided from each building and
through the surrounding area, while incorporating CCTV and a monitored alarm ystem into
the security
 Appropriate lighting levels should be incorporated across any parking area to reduce he
fear of crime and restrict light pollution
 The combination of footpath, parking space and landscaping will need careful onsideration
to prevent accidental or intentional damage to parked vehicles.
 Outside of opening hours these community facilities will be vulnerable to crime and ASB
 Vehicle mitigation should be built into the car park boundary to prevent illegal access with
clear closing time for the car park to discourage late night use

 Cycle racks should be provided and installed to offer the greatest level of security.
 Any medical or care facility should provide a secure environment for the residents and staff.
The visitor access into the building should be controlled and monitored to increase the
residents’ security and well being
Buildings
 Any incubation business should benefit from crime prevention in the buildings and
landscaping which has been designed to ensure their long term survival
 Each unit should be enclosed with a boundary treatment and secure gates to encourage
security and create a defensible space. This will provide extra security for the employees
and their possessions; the business, raw materials and final production output; and reduce
the permeability through the development.
 Appropriate signage should be used to establish ownership and provide information to
visitors.
Housing
 The windows and doors used during construction should meet the security standards BS
PAS 24:2012 for doors and windows
 Housing should be grouped together to create perimeter blocking, creating rear garden
security and restricted access
 Increased levels of permeability will allow offenders easy, concealed access to each
property and convenient escape routes.
 An area of garden should be defined and to clearly separate and instil ownership, thereby
creating a defensible space around the house and parked vehicles.
 Garden boundaries should be clearly defined with a 1.5m fence; this will create a defensible
space, provide natural surveillance and offer views of the various vistas
 Each property should have sufficient fenestration to encourage natural surveillance across
the street scene from high occupancy rooms
 The boundary abutting the POS should be reinforced with a line of defensive planting to
restrict garden thefts and burglary
Public Open Space
 The design and layout of the play equipment should cater for a variety of age groups;
construction and materials should prevent vandalism; seating should be provided to
encourage parents/ guardians to stay longer; rules and responsible owners should be
clearly displayed; area should remain unlit to discourage night time use as any play area
presents a sinister purpose after sunset.
 The layout of the footpaths and the soft landscaping on either side should encourage
natural surveillance in order to reduce the ‘fear of crime’
 Footpath will need frequent maintenance to maintain the surface; ideally the planting should
be cut back to ensure clear lines of sight. These areas will be frequented by dog walkers;
therefore dog waste bins should be provided and emptied regularly.
 Any street furniture used should encourage legitimate use, but discourage street games or
late night ASB.
 Street parking and public car parking spaces in adjoining public open spaces will attract
dog walkers and family groups, increasing congestion in these areas

 Public areas, courtyards and play spaces should encourage natural surveillance and
ownership; offering additional seating to encourage children and families to visit, offer
security for cycles and include design features that restrict vandalism
 The landscaping should be managed and maintained to demonstrate ownership, ensure its
long term future and prevent future incidents of ASB.
 The boundary treatment, footpaths exceeding 1.5m wide and road edging should include
vehicle mitigations to prevent inappropriate access, fly tipping and the abandonment of
vehicles.
 The water course will need regular maintenance to prevent localised flooding
 Each swale should be sign posted to warn of water hazards or boggy conditions
 The park space, playing fields and other public open space should be subject to a long term
maintenance and management programme to retain passive surveillance and limit the
opportunities for stalking or ambush.
 Allotment tool sheds need to be robustly constructed and secured to prevent the theft of
equipment. Access should be controlled to reduce the garden’s vulnerability to crime,
reduce the threat of ASB and damage to the allotment produce
Developer Obligations
Please be aware that these representations are prepared by Gloucestershire Constabulary
Crime Prevention Design Advisor to address Crime Prevention through Environmental Design
(CPTED) and the 7 Attributes of Safer Places. A separate representation may be submitted by
the Constabulary Estate’s Department to seek developer obligations towards Police
infrastructure through Section 106 and the Community Infrastructure Levy.
Conclusion
Gloucestershire Constabulary’s Crime Prevention Design Advisors are more than happy to
work with the Council and assist the developers with further advice to create a safe and secure
development, and when required assist with the Secured By Design accreditation. Please feel
free to contact me should you have any queries or wish to discuss these issues further.
4th June 2014
Following my previous comments submitted on 30 October 2013, I would like to add a few
points relating to the new information added to the planning application at Shurdington Road,
Leckhampton, Cheltenham with reference number 13/01605/OUT.
Any street furniture located in the community centre, public open spaces or through the street
scenes should be selected or constructed to limit potential damage as a result of
skateboarding activities.
When public spaces abut private gardens, any soft landscaping should be selected to offer
additional security for existing residents.
Any public building should be designed to offer security and reduce criminal damage along
blank elevations or loading bays which open onto accessible areas, ideally the rear of these
buildings should be enclosed to create a defensible space.
The master plan shows existing roads that have been closed to create new cul-de-sacs, the
intended purpose of these roads should be considered as they will simply offer additional adhoc parking behind the shop, while providing legitimate access to buildings and garden.

Parks & Landscapes Division
23rd September 2013
We are supportive of allotment provision, our initial thoughts are that the percentage of green
space currently shown as allotments could be increased, and the most obvious way of

achieving this is to combine the area currently shown as "community orchard" into a larger
allotment site.
In advocating this I would offer the following rationale:
We have plenty of evidence in our current Allotment Strategy to demonstrate that there is
demand for allotments in the South of Cheltenham, but there is currently a shortage of land
available for this purpose. In other words provision of allotments will help the council to meet
this objective, and be welcomed at large, as well as meeting the needs of the new
development.
The maintenance demands of green space when designated as allotments is considerably
less per square meter than formal and informal green space. If set up and run correctly they
generate income and run themselves.
It is mostly the case that fewer larger sites are easier to manage than more, but smaller ones,
i.e. the arrangement of having a site warden and volunteer committee ends up replicating itself
on each site irrespective of size.
Allotments offer lots of social benefits, i.e. exercise, healthy food, making friends etc.
Well managed allotments contribute to local biodiversity, although there is plenty of opportunity
afforded for this elsewhere on the site, and surrounding countryside.
The demand and suitability of a community orchard is less evident, and in any event could be
developed at a later date if demand materialises.

Severn Trent Water Ltd
14th October 2013
With reference to the above planning application the company's observations regarding
sewerage are as follows.
I confirm that Severn Trent Water Limited has NO OBJECTION to the proposal subject to the
inclusion of the following condition.
Condition
The development hereby permitted shall not commence until drainage plans for the disposal of
surface water and foul sewage have been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning
Authority. The scheme shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details before
the development is first brought into use.
Reason
To ensure that the development is provided with a satisfactory means of drainage as well as to
reduce the risk of creating or exacerbating a flooding problem and to minimise the risk of
pollution.

Natural England
30th October 2013
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and
future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
This reply comprises our statutory consultation response under provisions of Article 20 of the
Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2010
Regulation 61 (3) of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (The
Conservation Regulations) and Section 28(I) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as
amended).

The proposal is for 650 houses, retail space and public open space on 33.44ha of land at
Shurdington Road, Leckhampton. This site is currently used for agriculture and small holdings
and includes remnant orchard, wooded stream corridors, fields, trees, ditches and rights of
way. The site is 200m from the boundary of the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB) and visible from important public viewpoints within the AONB. It is 2km from the
Cotswold Way National Trail and within 2km of Leckhampton Hill and Charlton Kings Common
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).
The site is close to two parcels of land owned by Gloucestershire County Council and a parcel
of land owned by MA Holdings which are also being considered as part of the draft Joint Core
Strategy for the area. The MA Holdings land is adjacent to the AONB boundary. A proposal for
175 houses and mixed use development has already been submitted for Brizen Farm which is
just to the west of the site. The whole area could be an urban extension to south Cheltenham
with well over 1000 houses.
More Information needed for Natural England to be able to respond fully
Natural England is not able to comment fully as insufficient information has been provided on
landscape and ecological impacts of all the development proposals for this area. Natural
England is particularly concerned about the scale of the combined developments and the
impact this will have on the setting and the Special Qualities of the AONB. The impact of all
the proposals need to be considered as a whole and not as individual developments.
Joint Core Strategy
The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) for Cheltenham, Tewkesbury and Gloucester is out for
consultation and is due to be adopted in 2014. Until the JCS is adopted and detailed proposals
are presented for the adjacent and nearby sites (if allocated in the final JCS) it is not possible
to properly assess the impacts on the AONB. Overall impacts on ecology will also need to be
informed by development plans for the whole area and there is the potential for mitigation
strategies proposed for one development to be undermined by subsequent and separately
considered development.

Protected Landscape
This proposal is for a large development in close proximity to the boundary of the Cotswolds
AONB. The site is a very sensitive location because it lies below and in open view from the
Cotswold Escarpment. Views to and from the escarpment are a recognised Special Quality of
the AONB. The development therefore has the potential to impact negatively on views towards
the Escarpment and from the Escarpment, particularly from important public viewpoints, such
as the Devil’s Chimney, on the Cotswold Way National Trail within the AONB.
The Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) includes an illustrative masterplan and
viewpoints for this site, the two Gloucestershire County Council sites and the MA Holdings site
but does not include Brizen Farm. Natural England advises that detailed masterplans and
viewpoints for all the sites are considered together. We also recommend that photomontages
for all the sites are produced so that the cumulative impact on the AONB can be assessed.
The LVIA states that while the development will be visible from a number of viewpoints on the
Cotswold Escarpment, these are not significant. It is not clear if this statement relates to the
one proposal for 650 houses or for all the proposals considered in the LVIA. Natural England’s
view is that the scale of overall development could have a significant impact on the setting of
the AONB, the Escarpment (a Special Quality of the AONB) and the National Trail.
The effects on the setting of the Cotswold AONB
The effect on the landscape character of this part of the Severn Vale is important because it
forms part of the setting of the Cotswold AONB. The setting of an AONB is often significant to

the conservation of its special qualities and this is certainly the case here. The proposed
development site is 200m from the AONB boundary. Whilst the Vale is extensive, the area
including the application site is part of the setting of the AONB and contributes positively to the
AONB’s special qualities. The lower-lying rural landscape of the Vale below the escarpment is
particularly sensitive to large scale built development.
The effects on the special qualities of the Cotswold AONB
The Cotswolds AONB is designated as a nationally important landscape to ensure that its
special qualities are conserved and enhanced. The special qualities that could be significantly
affected by this development are:



The Cotswold Escarpment;
The High Wolds – an elevated landscape with large open landscapes, commons, ‘big’
skies and long distance views.

Views well beyond the AONB itself are therefore an integral part of the character and special
qualities of the AONB. They are extremely important to many visitors’ enjoyment of this
nationally designated landscape. The special qualities of the AONB are also widely enjoyed by
people when outside the designated area. Iconic views of the Cotswold Escarpment and High
Wolds, from the Severn Vale, are of a nationally important English landscape feature which is
protected by and managed through its AONB status. The potential impact of the proposed
developments on views from, and therefore on the enjoyment of, the AONB; and views of the
AONB could be long-term, significant and adverse.
There are viewpoints of the highest sensitivity along the Escarpment of the Cotswolds AONB,
such as the Devil’s Chimney. The view from the Devil’s Chimney gives panoramic views
across the Vale which would be interrupted by the proposed development. The scale of the
potential development would significantly change the view from an open, rural expansive view
to a predominantly urban view of the edge of Cheltenham.
The effects on the Cotswold Way National Trail
The Cotswold Way National Trail runs along the top of the Cotswold Escarpment to the southeast of the site. The enjoyment of views from the National Trail could be adversely affected to
a significant degree as described above in relation to views from locations such as the Devil’s
Chimney.
We would also strongly encourage the Council to seek the views of the Cotswold Conservation
Board regarding this development.
Green Infrastructure
Given the location of this large development in relation to the AONB, Natural England would
recommend that substantial and well designed green infrastructure (GI) is provided to reduce
the visual impact of the proposed development on the protected landscape. The proposal for
650 houses on 33.44ha includes approximately 14ha of GI. GI for the other sites is illustrative.
Natural England advises that a GI masterplan for the whole site (including Brizen Farm) should
be produced to maximise the effectiveness of GI in mitigating landscape impacts (screening
and helping the development to blend into its wider landscape setting), and delivering
ecological mitigation and enhancements.
Green infrastructure can perform a range of functions including improved flood risk
management, provision of accessible green space, climate change adaptation and biodiversity
enhancement,. Evidence and advice on green infrastructure, including the economic benefits
of GI can be found on the Natural England Green Infrastructure web pages.
Protected Species
Surveys have been carried out for bats, badgers, dormice, water voles, otters, birds, reptiles,
amphibians and invertebrates. The main impact on European protected species will be

foraging and commuting bats: nine species were identified using the site including rare bats
such as Lesser Horseshoe. The hedgerows, streams and trees that provide foraging and
commuting routes for bats should be retained. The layout of the development and the lighting
should be designed to minimise impacts on bats, particularly the way the hedgerows are used
as wildlife corridors.
We have not assessed the survey for domestic species: badgers, barn owls and breeding
birds1, water voles, white-clawed crayfish or widespread reptiles. These are all species
protected by domestic legislation and you should use our protected species standing advice to
assess the adequacy of any surveys, the impacts that may results and the appropriateness of
any mitigation measures.
The advice we are giving at the present time relates only to whether, in view of the
consultation materials presently before us (including with reference to any proposed mitigation
measures), the proposal is likely to be detrimental to the maintenance of the species
concerned at a favourable conservation status in their natural range (i.e. the ‘Favourable
Conservation Status’ test). We have not considered whether the proposal satisfies the three
licensing tests or whether a licence would be issued for this proposal. This advice is based on
the information currently available to us and is subject to any material changes in
circumstances, including changes to the proposals or further information on the protected
species.
If the LPA is aware of, or representations from other parties highlight the possible presence of
a protected or Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) species on the site, the authority should request
survey information from the applicant before determining the application. The Government has
provided advice on BAP and protected species and their consideration in the planning system.
Natural England Standing Advice is available on our website to help local planning authorities
better understand the impact of development on protected or BAP species should they be
identified as an issue for particular developments. This also sets out, when, following receipt of
survey information, the authority should undertake further consultation with Natural England.
Biodiversity enhancements
The development should aim to enhance the biodiversity of the site through the retention and
enhancement of the trees, hedges and water courses on the site. These features should be
part of a connected mosaic landscape that links to linear landscape features outside the site to
provide important commuting routes for wildlife.
The application provides opportunities to incorporate features into the design which are
beneficial to wildlife, such as the incorporation of roosting opportunities for bats and the
installation of bird nest boxes for house martins, house sparrows and swifts and habitat
enhancement. The authority should consider securing measures to enhance the biodiversity of
the site. This is in accordance with Paragraph 118 of the NPPF. Additionally, we would draw
your attention to Section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (2006)
which states that ‘Every public authority must, in exercising its functions, have regard, so far
as is consistent with the proper exercise of those functions, to the purpose of conserving
biodiversity’. Section 40(3) of the same Act also states that ‘conserving biodiversity includes, in
relation to a living organism or type of habitat, restoring or enhancing a population or habitat’.
Soils and Land Quality
From the documents accompanying the consultation we consider this application falls outside
the scope of the Development Management Procedure Order (as amended) consultation
arrangements, as the proposed development would not appear to lead to the loss of over 20
ha ‘best and most versatile’ agricultural land (paragraph 112 of the National Planning Policy
Framework).
For this reason we do not propose to make any detailed comments in relation to agricultural
land quality and soils, although more general guidance is available in Defra Construction Code

of Practice for the Sustainable Use of Soils on Construction Sites, and we recommend that this
is followed. If, however, you consider the proposal has significant implications for further loss
of ‘best and most versatile’ agricultural land, we would be pleased to discuss the matter
further.
For any queries relating to the specific advice in this letter only please contact Sally King on
07900 608 100. For any new consultations, or to provide further information on this
consultation please send your correspondences to consultations@naturalengland.org.uk.
16th July 2014
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 09 May 2014 which was received by
Natural England on the same date.
We note that your consultation is addressed to a Natural England office which was closed
several years ago. Your nearest Natural England office is in Worcester. However, all post
should be sent to our consultation hub by email to consultations@naturalengland.org.uk or, if
necessary, by post to the address in Crewe provided above. We would be grateful if you could
update your records.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and
future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
The National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949
The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000
The further information provided does not address the concerns we set out in our previous
responses to this application. We raised significant concerns relating to impacts on the setting
of the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), particularly on views to and
from the escarpment.
As the further information we requested has not been provided, Natural England objects to this
proposal due to insufficient information regarding impacts on the setting of the AONB, views to
and from the AONB, and proposed mitigation. The information needed relates to the impacts
of this proposal alone and cumulatively with nearby housing proposals.
We recommend that the Local Planning Authority (LPA) requests further information on the
impacts to the setting of the AONB, particularly on views to and from the escarpment,
including the cumulative impacts with proposed neighbouring development sites including
Brizen Farm. We recommend that the LPA also requests further information on the proposed
mitigation for the identified visual impacts. Ideally, mitigation would be provided in a strategic
manner across the cluster of future development sites in this locality.
The adopted Local Plan recognises the value of the scarp edge to the AONB and that its
urban fringe location makes it sensitive to development pressure (paragraphs 7.18 and 7.20).
The Local Plan recognises that development on sites outside but close to the AONB can have
an impact on its character, and requires such development to be "designed and landscaped to
avoid harming the natural beauty of the AONB" (7.21) (our emphasis). The plan goes on to
state: "Special consideration should be given to the impact of proposals on the setting of the
AONB and on views into or out of the area" (7.21).
In addition, the pre-submission version of the emerging Joint Core Strategy states in Policy
SD8:
Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB):
All development proposals in or adjacent to the Cotswolds AONB will be required to conserve
and, where appropriate, enhance its landscape, scenic beauty, wildlife, cultural heritage and

other special qualities. Proposals will be required to be consistent with the policies set out in
the Cotswolds AONB Management Plan. The further information supplied as a part of this
consultation indicates an area of lower/medium density development to the south of the
proposed built area. If the LPA is minded to grant permission, we would strongly advise using
this 'medium and lower density edge character area' to create a soft edge to the developed
area, in order to help mitigate the impacts of this development on views from the AONB. This
could include the provision of high standards of urban greening, including street SuDS, grass
verges, street planting and trees, front gardens and green roofs. As the design of the built
environment is to be resolved through reserved matters, we would recommend that the
Council secures urban greening measures as mitigation for visual impacts on the Cotswolds
AONB through an appropriately worded planning condition. We consider that this would
improve but not fully resolve the proposals compliance with local policy.
We would be happy to comment further should the need arise but if in the meantime you have
any queries please do not hesitate to contact us. For any queries relating to the specific advice
in this letter only please contact Hayley Fleming on 0300 060 1594. For any new
consultations, or to provide further information on this consultation please send your
correspondences to consultations@naturalengland.org.uk.

Gloucestershire Centre for Environmental Records
3rd October 2013

Campaign To Protect Rural England
31st October 2013
Set out below are CPREs comments on the above application. In considering this application
our comments cover a variety of concerns, including traffic issues, the impact upon the AONB
and aspects of design and layout.
Introduction
The area is not within the Cheltenham Gloucester Green Belt or Cotswolds AONB,
nevertheless this is a highly sensitive location. The outline application occupies part of a
strategic land allocation identified as South Cheltenham ' Leckhampton Urban Extension in the
Draft JCS for Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury. The land allocation in the JCS
identifies this area of South Cheltenham potentially as a suitable location for approximately
1,075 homes.
It is essential to stress that just because a site has been identified in the Draft JCS
Consultation document it does not and should not lead to the presumption that any application
submitted must be automatically approved. It must be considered on its own merits.
In this respect CPRE has three principal concerns namely:
- the effect that this scale of development would have in worsening traffic congestion along the
A46 with consequential implications for existing employment in Cheltenham and elsewhere;
- the impact that the development would have on the setting of the Cotswolds AONB and the
loss of high quality agricultural land. The site is highly visible from the escarpment to the south
and in turn the view of the escarpment from the site is a highly valued feature of this part of
Cheltenham, and
- the principles on which the design and layout have been based.
Traffic
CPRE is exceptionally concerned by the applicant's failure to provide a comprehensive
analysis of the potential impact of the scheme on:
- traffic congestion on the A46
- junction capacities
- highway safety
- pedestrian routes and safety
- public transport including the physical ability of the A46 to accommodate a bus lane
Traffic congestion along the A46 (part of the strategic highway network) feeding into Bath
Road, already causes very significant delays for existing commuters into and out of
Cheltenham.
CPRE has noted and supports the concerns expressed by the Chamber of Commerce over
increasing congestion along this route as a deterrent to existing and future employers locating
in the town centre. In this respect the applicant's traffic projection of nearly a quarter (23%)
increase requires the closest scrutiny.
Unfortunately the applicant has failed to provide a comprehensive analysis of future traffic
movements, in particular around existing and proposed junctions in the area. The scheme can
only compound problems of congestion along the Shurdington Road by the introduction of
priority access junctions from the site to accommodate additional bus and vehicular
movements.
Whilst some aspects of highway safety have been considered it appears that no consideration
has been given to the likely impact of increased traffic flows on accident statistics. Of particular
concern is the provision of safe pedestrian routes and crossings on the A46, including the
physical challenge of providing a footpath on its southern side. We also note the failure to
provide a full 'walking audit' to key facilities including schools.

To compound all these potential problems it appears that the Shurdington Road is incapable of
being adapted to incorporate a dedicated bus lane or other public transport priority measures.
The overall lack of information, with its consequent failure to demonstrate the impact of this
proposal, suggests that the applicant has been unable to find a workable solution to
accommodate the additional traffic movements that will be generated by the development. As
a result the scheme clearly fails to meet the accepted standards on which to make a sound
decision.
Setting of the AONB
Addressing the issue of landscape impact, we note that the applicant is proposing to protect,
from future development, an area of open land to the south by way of a planning covenant as
part of the s106 Planning Obligation. The application shows this area as allotments, a
community orchard and strategic open space. It is essential that this open land is protected
from development in perpetuity. Appropriate mechanisms could include designating the land
as Local Green Space as provided for in the NPPF (paragraphs 76 and 77) or as a Village
Green under Common Land legislation.
Additionally, a significant proportion of the site is classified as being of high quality and
versatility ' Grade 2 and Grade 3a. Development here therefore clearly conflicts with
paragraph 112 of the NPPF.
Policy S7 of the Draft JCS states that 'Development proposals in and adjacent to the AONB
will be required to conserve and enhance landscape, scenic beauty, wildlife, cultural heritage
and other special qualities of the Cotswolds AONB and be consistent with the policies set out
in the Cotswolds AONB Management Plan.'
Further the Cotswolds AONB Management Plan LK3 states ' 'The surroundings of the AONB
are also important to its landscape character and quality. Views out of the AONB and into its
surrounding areas can be very significant. Development proposals that affect views in and out
of the AONB need to be carefully assessed in line with Planning Policy Statement 7 (now
superseded by the equally strong protected landscape policies contained in paras 115 and
116 of the NPPF) to ensure that they conserve and enhance the natural beauty and landscape
character of the AONB.'
We note that Cheltenham CBC endorsed the Cotswolds AONB Management Plan (2008 - 13),
and included the following paragraphs in the Cheltenham Local Plan:Para 7.22 - "In assessing proposals for development, the Council will be guided by the advice
of the Cotswolds AONB Conservation Board ....." and in Para 7.23 ' that any revision of advice
"issued by the Cotswolds AONB Conservation Board will be adopted by the Council and used
as guidance for development control purposes". This formal policy must therefore form a key
part of the Council's context for assessing the current application.
All the above provide excellent reasons upon which to base a refusal and in addition we would
stress that in seeking to protect the setting of the AONB it is of equal importance to consider
the invaluable role the site plays in terms of its local amenity value and its open views of the
AONB escarpment as part of the setting of Cheltenham.
Design and layout
In the centre of the site the Residential Density Plan shows a density of 41 to 55 dwellings per
hectare. Normally CPRE supports relatively high densities for urban areas as a means to
assist in reducing the land take from open countryside. However, in this case the proposed
density is clearly inconsistent with the landform, location and existing adjacent housing and is
therefore unsympathetic to its surroundings. Indeed, the Design and Access Statement's claim
that the average site density of 42dph is reflective of the nearby densities is highly
questionable.

Whilst the general decrease in housing density across the site from north to south is welcome,
the positioning of land uses and the resultant massing and density shown in the proposed
layout takes little account of exceptionally important existing views across the site to the
escarpment from Shurdington Road.
This concern is reinforced by the proposal that housing fronting Shurdington Road would be at
the highest density (40 to 55dph) in order to create a 'strong sense of enclosure' and to reflect
densities near the Bath Road. We believe that this is both an inappropriate approach to design
on the site and a questionable analogy, as most areas adjacent to the Bath Road comprise
retail uses with single storey storage or flats above.
The developer's intention is that some 2.5 storey homes (up to a maximum of 20% in the
vicinity of the local centre) will be provided. It is also the intention that 33% of the total
provision is limited to 2 storey buildings. The taller buildings (over 2 storeys) therefore will be
taller than surrounding existing properties. These proposals will undoubtedly adversely affect
views from existing housing on Shurdington Road, Kidnappers Lane and other surrounding
residential areas.
The developers' claim to provide a view across the site along a main street which includes a
square and runs from Shurdington Road towards the indicative open space needs close
scrutiny. The presence of a square and 90 degree angle on this road would however obscure
or prevent such a view being possible from the A46 to the area south of the site.
This loss of view will be further compounded by the proposal for office buildings of 2.5 stories
on the site. The applicant seeks to justify the proposal as needed to ensure the development is
viable and to reflect building heights on the Bath Road is questionable.
First, the analogy with Bath Road is entirely inappropriate on this part of the A46. It suggests
the developer is clutching at straws in an attempt to justify the design.
Second, not only will the offices be visually intrusive but also the statement suggests that any
change to their design will threaten the viability of the proposal to provide a range of services,
facilities and a relatively high proportion of affordable dwellings. It is therefore essential that
this application is closely scrutinised by the Borough Council in order to determine whether:- its 'offers' to provide facilities and services are economically viable and sustainable or
whether
- if permission were to be granted, a series of alterations will end up being proposed to the site
whereby it ultimately ends up merely providing market housing and few facilities.
Importantly, at present, the application proposes that 40% of the 650 homes will be affordable.
We note from the JCS Consultation Report that if market conditions dictate the level of
affordable housing provision it will be revised in accordance with future SHMA reports. The
uncertainty over the number of affordable houses that could potentially be delivered by this
site is exceptionally unhelpful and indicates a concern over whether this application should be
deemed to be 'premature' at this time.
We also note that the application includes the provision of a care home and that some
associated facilities are proposed to be provided on site, such as shops, a pharmacy and a
doctor's surgery. However, the site is approximately 3km (1.8 miles) from other facilities
provided in, or near, the town centre. Leisure facilities and the hospital for example are not
readily accessible therefore this site may not be the best location for elderly residents.
The application also indicates that the existing doctors' surgery at Moorend Park Road,
Leckhampton is intending to relocate to a purpose built facility as part of the local centre hub
on this site. Importantly, this practice serves a large existing residential area and patients can
currently walk to the surgery. Any relocation will increase journeys by car to the new facility
which will be beyond easy walking distance for many existing patients.

Taken together the issues outlined above demonstrate that the application fails on many levels
to provide a sustainable or sympathetic form of development on this site and would
significantly detract from the amenities currently enjoyed by local residents and those
accessing Cheltenham from the south.
Conclusion
CPRE Gloucestershire strongly recommends that the application be rejected on the grounds of
its failure to provide a sustainable solution to the traffic issues highlighted in this
representation, its impact upon the AONB and the local character and amenities of the area, or
be deferred due to a lack of critical supporting information and its failure to meet the Draft JCS
Consultation document requirement 'to demonstrate how the strategic allocation can be
developed as a comprehensive urban extension'.
Chairman, CPRE Cheltenham Gloucester and Tewkesbury District
17th July 2014
Given that the JCS Pre-Submission Document has been published, whilst CPRE
Gloucestershire has significant reservations about the total number and type of dwellings and
the identification of Strategic Allocations, this application must now be judged against the
policies set out in the current JCS document, together with the extant Local Plan policies.
It is essential that Members do this as the current application potentially marks the first key
step in the implementation of the Plan. Against this background, Members must be satisfied
that the application accords with the suite of policies contained in the Draft JCS. If these tests
cannot be met then the current application must be refused.
To assist Members we have set out the following key policy requirements which must be met:
Strategic Objective 8: Delivering a wide choice of quality homes - page 22
Policy SA1: Strategic allocations Policy, paragraph 6 - page 123
Policy SD5: Design Requirements, paragraphs 1 and 2 - page 51
Policy SD5d: Masterplans and Design Briefs, paragraphs (i) and (ii) - page 57
Policy SD8: AONB setting - page 68
Policies SD12 and SD13: Housing Mix and Standards: Including reference to the need to
provide 40% affordable housing on major sites - page 84 and 87
Policy INF1: Access to Highway Network, paragraphs 1(i) to (iv) - page 100
Policy INF2: Safety and Efficiency of the Transport Network paragraphs 1 and 2 - page 101
Policy INF7: Infrastructure Delivery paragraphs 1 and 2 - page 117
Policy INF8: Developer Contributions paragraphs 1 and 2 - page120
Policy A6: South Cheltenham – page 137 There is an outstanding application for a Local
Green Space designation which could be compromised by the approval of this application.
There is much uncertainty over the extent of land which will need to be allocated for
development at strategic sites, particularly in light of the revised ONS forecasts for the JCS
area. Major development at any of the proposed strategic sites could therefore be deemed as
premature before the JCS has been independently examined and formally adopted by the
three councils.
Importantly, any approval of this major application where it conflicts with the policy
requirements adopted by the three local authorities and listed above, would clearly indicate
that the implementation of the JCS is unachievable and therefore unsound. To do otherwise
would set an unfortunate precedent that would undermine the finalisation of the JCS.

English Heritage
4th October 2013
Thank you for your letter of 20 September 2013 notifying English Heritage of the scheme for
planning permission relating to the above site. Our specialist staff have considered the
information received and we do not wish to offer any comments on this occasion.
Recommendation
The application(s) should be determined in accordance with national and local policy
guidance, and on the basis of your specialist conservation advice. It is not necessary for us to
be consulted again on this application. However, if you would like further advice, please
contact us to explain your request. We can then let you know if we are able to help further and
agree a timetable with you.
29th May 2014
Thank you for your letter of 12 May 2014 notifying English Heritage of amendments to the
scheme for planning permission relating to the above site. Our specialist staff have considered
the information received and we do not wish to offer any comments on this
occasion.
Recommendation
The application(s) should be determined in accordance with national and local policy
guidance, and on the basis of your specialist conservation advice.
It is not necessary for us to be consulted again on this application. However, if you would like
further advice, please contact us to explain your request. We can then let you know if we are
able to help further and agree a timetable with you.

Shurdington Parish Council
17th October 2013
We consider that many of our objections to the previous applications for this and the adjacent
land in Shurdington (part of Tewkesbury borough), that is not included in this application,
remain valid for this application even though things are moving on in the development of a
draft JCS which is well advanced.
The Joint Core Strategy and Local plans are not yet complete. Therefore it is premature for
Cheltenham Borough Council to decide on this application. At the very least it needs to be
considered as part of an overall cohesive development plan.
In addition we reiterate some specific concerns:
If this application is allowed than how can further applications be rejected? Is this acceptable
to Cheltenham Borough Council, as the result will be well on the way to complete the
coalescence between Cheltenham and Shurdington village?
1. To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns. The fields are ancient
arable lands with ridge and furrow ploughing to improve drainage with open views towards
the Cotswold escarpment from the area. The setting is important for tourism in and around
Cheltenham. The view from the AONB Cotswold escarpment will be negatively impacted.
2. Traffic congestion through Shurdington Village and along the A46 and Leckhampton Lane
3. The A46 trunk road was constructed in 1820 through Shurdington village and is still the
original width and lined with houses. Shallow front gardens have restricted any widening
of the carriageway.

4. In 2013 the A46 becomes more dangerous with each new development. Footways are
inadequate or non-existent and the carriageway is too narrow and restricted by housing
development for bus lanes or even cycle lanes. Standing at some of the bus stops is
dangerous.
5. Access is now very difficult for cars and extremely hazardous for pedestrians and cyclists.
Tragically two elderly parishioners have been killed since 2008 and there have been a
number of serious injuries.
6. There is continuous traffic in both directions and long tailbacks at rush hours. When the
M5 is diverted severe blockages result; often lasting several hours.
The large
developments at Brockworth have resulted in a significant traffic increase, both commercial
and private.
7. All the potential new development seems to be assessed individually rather than looking at
the overall problem. The Shurdington Rd is at a standstill in rush hours and traffic goes
dangerously fast off peak. The amount of traffic using Leckhampton Lane has already
increased significantly and as such it is becoming more dangerous. Speed needs to be
effectively controlled with or without any further development.
8. Some years ago when the proposal for a Shurdington bypass was removed from the plans,
measures were promised to reduce the impact of high volumes of traffic. Nothing has
happened.
Now it is much worse and this application will add to the problems.
Other concerns
9. Housing development should be demand driven not developer driven.
10. We believe that it is important to protect agricultural green belt land, even lower grade land
such as the Brizen site, for reasons of food security.
11. Flooding: apart from the serious floods of 2007 it is known that major flooding has occurred
in the Chargrove / Brizen area in other years. Building will accentuate the problem of flood
water which passes over the A46 onto houses and businesses on the opposite side of the
road. Shurdington Parish Council has little confidence in the anti-flooding proposals.
Area Planning
Shurdington Parish Council considers that the JCS and local plan should be completed prior to
consideration of this or any other large development. Consent should not be given on a
piece-meal basis.
Shurdington Parish Council opposes any major housing developments which will further
aggravate the present issues in the village and therefore opposes major housing development
such as this just outside the parish.

Gloucestershire Bat Group
14th October 2013
Thank you for informing the Bat Group about this development, however, we do not comment
on planning applications unless a particular bat issue is brought to our attention.
I would like to draw your attention to the fact that all our records are forwarded to the
Gloucestershire Centre for Environmental Records. Should there be any doubt concerning the
presence of bats in an area these records may be accessed by planning authorities free of
charge. An absence of bat records should not be taken to imply an absence of bats.

Tewkesbury Borough Council
27th December 2013
Comments attached at end of this document

National Planning Casework Unit
6th November 2013
We acknowledge receipt of your letter of 20 September 2013 enclosing the Environmental
Statement for the above development.

Cheltenham Civic Society
2nd October 2013
We appreciate the need for more houses in Cheltenham, and we do accept that this is a
suitable site for new housing. We are therefore broadly in favour of the development.
Nevertheless, there are already important congestion issues in Church Road and Shurdington
Road which need to be resolved, and which must not be allowed to get worse as the result of
this development.

Cotswold Conservation Board
21st November 2013
Comments attached at end of this document

County Archaeology
1st October 2013
In connection with the above planning application I wish to make the following observations
regarding the archaeological implications of development.
I advise that I have checked the application site against the County Historic Environment
Record: the wider locality is known to contain extensive archaeological remains relating to
later prehistoric, Roman and medieval activity and settlement.
I note that this planning application is supported by an Environmental Statement which is
informed by reports presented in Appendix 7 on archaeological investigations comprising a
heritage desk-based assessment (RPS Planning and Development, April 2010), a
magnetometer survey (Archaeological Surveys Ltd, February 2011) and an archaeological
evaluation (Cotswold Archaeology, January 2012).
The results of these investigations were positive in that the investigations identified a number
of archaeological features indicative of activity and settlement for which dating evidence was
generally sparse. However, the presence of a Roman ditch and a number of intercutting
medieval ditches indicates a likely date range.
However, it should be noted that the consideration of archaeological impact is incomplete
because there are large areas within the application site where no survey or evaluation was
undertaken, and where the archaeological potential is therefore unknown. Areas for which no
information is available include the majority of the land fronting onto Shurdington Road, as well
as portions of the central and southern areas of the application site.
Therefore, in accordance with the NPPF, paragraph 128, I recommend that in advance of the
determination of this planning application the applicant should provide the results of
assessment and evaluation within those areas not previously investigated, so as to allow an
informed planning decision to be made regarding archaeological impact within the whole of the
application site.
I look forward to advising you further when this information is provided.

14th May 2014
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: archaeological implications
Thank you for consulting me concerning the additional information recently submitted in
connection with the above planning application, which I note includes an illustrative masterplan
(dated March 2014) and also an Addendum to the Design and Access Statement (dated April
2014).
As regards archaeology the position is unchanged in that, as iterated in my letter of 1.10.2013
there are considerable areas of the application site where no survey or evaluation has been
undertaken, and where the archaeological potential is therefore unknown. I confirm that areas
of the application site for which no archaeological information is available include the majority
of the land fronting onto Shurdington Road, as well as large portions of the central and
southern areas of the proposed development area.
Therefore, as previously recommended in my letter of 1.10.2013, I recommend that in advance
of the determination of this planning application the applicant should provide the results of
assessment and evaluation within those areas not previously investigated, to allow an
informed planning decision to be made regarding archaeological impact within the whole of the
application site, so as to accord with the NPPF, paragraph 128.
I look forward to advising you further when this information is provided.

Environment Agency
21st May 2014
The Environment Agency has no objections to the principle of development, but wishes to
make the following comments and recommends the conditions within this letter are attached to
any permission granted.
FLOOD RISK AND DRAINAGE
We have reviewed the submitted Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy
(FRA)undertaken by THDA Consulting Engineers, reference 10-0498 and dated September
2013. This document is in part based upon the flood model report undertaken by JBA Ltd in
May 2012 (ref. 2010s4530) and following consultation and additional surveying the phase two
report (ref. 2013s6851), also completed by JBA. We previously commented on earlier drafts of
these documents at the pre-application stage.
Flood Risk:
Our Flood Zone Maps indicate the site is predominantly within Flood Zone 1 with small areas
of Flood Zones 3 and 2 adjacent to some of the watercourses and a further area of Flood Zone
2 roughly at the centre of the site. Given the presence of Flood Zones at the site, you should
be satisfied that the applicant has appropriately considered/undertaken a Sequential Test in
accordance with paragraphs 100-104 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
Our Flood Maps are however indicative and the applicant’s more detailed FRA and associated
modelling report have adequately considered the risk of fluvial flooding to the development.
We have previously provided detailed comments on this at the preapplication stage. We are
satisfied that the proposed development is not at an unacceptable risk of flooding, and is in
accordance with the NPPF and local flood risk policy.
In addition we note the FRA has considered other sources of flooding within Section 14. Under
the terms of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010 the Environment Agency leads on
fluvial flooding and has an overview for all forms of flood risk. However the Lead Local Flood
Authority (LLFA) now leads on other sources of flooding, including ground and surface water

flooding. Accordingly, whilst we are satisfied with the information on other sources of flooding
in the FRA, we recommend you consult with the LLFA for any detailed comments in this
regard.
The FRA has sought opportunities to reduce the probability and consequences of flooding as
part of the development. Whilst we entirely support the proposals to affect this through the
drainage of surface water there appears to be the scope to do more. Given the potential for
residual flood risk in exceedence events through increased flows to watercourses, we consider
it would be appropriate to do more to hold water back at this location. It appears that the
proposed open space within the south east corner of the site (strategic open space) offers an
ideal storage area which could be re-profiled and used to store water and reduce the risk of
flooding downstream in extreme or exceedence events. Our historic records show that the
area to the north of the site has flooded previously as highlighted within the FRA. Given its
position within the catchment, this area will likely be most at risk during heavy rainfall events
such as the 2007 and 2012 as referenced within Section 10 of the FRA.
We do not consider this to be a matter of principle; rather it can be delivered at the reserved
matters stage through the detailed landscaping and drainage proposals for this part of the site.
Accordingly we would seek to influence this element of the detailed design at either the
reserved matters or discharge of condition stage if permission is granted.
Opportunities for Off-Site Flood Relief Works:
Should the above suggested flood risk mitigation measures not be feasible at the detailed
design stage, we consider it would be appropriate to seek a financial contribution from the
developer to address existing off-site flooding to properties to the north of the site. For
example property level protection could be delivered for those existing properties that suffered
flooding in 2007. (The justification for this, being mindful of the requirements of paragraphs
203-206 of the NPPF, would be the residual risk of flooding in an exceedance event.) For such
a scheme to be delivered we would anticipate the Local Authority and LLFA would need to
establish a project for the works which relevant development contributions could feed-into. Any
such scheme should also have regard to potential future development proposals in the area
and there may be opportunities to deliver flood risk improvements as a result of the wider
development proposals in Leckhampton and Warden Hill. We would be happy to discuss such
options with you in more detail.
Access:
We recognise that access to and from the site will be maintained during a flood event however
Kidnappers Lane may be subject to overland flows when the capacity of the culvert is
exceeded. Given this appears to have been considered within the design we have no major
concerns in this regard however you may wish to consider the possible safety implications of
such an occurrence, or indeed any traffic impacts. A consideration at the detailed stage may
be the requirement to erect signage to inform people that the road is liable to flooding.
Surface Water Drainage:
Since the Flood and Water Management Act of 2010, the responsibility for surface water flood
risk and drainage has passed to the LLFA. We do retain an overview for all forms of flood risk,
and in accordance with this we have the following comments on the surface water drainage:
The drainage of surface water from the site is critical given its location within the catchment
(i.e. at the top of the catchment). We usually recommend the existing rate of run-off is
calculated using both of the approved techniques and the most precautionary figure used to
inform the design parameters.
We note the proposed balancing ponds have been removed from the recorded flood areas in
accordance with our recommendations. We also acknowledge the comments in relation to
these ponds and the proposals to deal with any groundwater issues in this regard. The

implications of such proposals should be considered by any company or body taking on the
maintenance of these structures.
In addition we have previously highlighted the height of a number of the ponds in relation to
adjacent ground levels (i.e. the ponds being sited above surrounding ground levels). Whilst
this is not best practice as previously advised, we are satisfied with the measures introduced
to deal with an exceedence event, for example freeboard and overflow path. However we
recommend you consult the LLFA on this specific matter, and any maintenance body should
be mindful of this issue as the ponds should be maintained to a standard to avoid a sudden
failure.
Whilst the ponds have been designed appropriately in terms of surface water storage and
attenuation more could be done to encourage surface water treatment and enhance
biodiversity. We appreciate however that these are only the outline proposals and the detailed
design will most likely be approved at a later date. This design should accord with CIRIA C697
as recommended within the FRA.
It is recognised that petrol interceptors are to be provided within the treatment train. We would
encourage the applicant to include an additional SuDS feature rather than oil interceptors, for
example porous paving or swales. We also encourage the applicant to consider other SuDS
techniques such as green roofs/walls and rainwater harvesting on larger more suitable
buildings such as the commercial buildings, local centre and school. It is unclear why such
techniques have not been considered for these areas as such features provide multiple
benefits to a development.
Flood Defence Consent: There are a number of ordinary watercourses on the site which are
tributaries to the Hatherley Brook, including the watercourse along the eastern edge of the site
which is designated as a main river. Works in, on, under or over, or within 8 metres of the top
of bank of this watercourse will require Flood Defence Consent from us (other non-main
watercourses are Consented by the LLFA).The FRA has correctly identified the requirements
of the Water Resources Act (1991), Land Drainage Act (1991) and Midlands Land Drainage
Byelaws in this regard. For any such permissions required from the Environment Agency the
applicant is advised to contact Matt Kerry of our Partnerships and Strategic Overview Team on
(01684) 864349.
Flood Risk and Drainage Conclusion:
We have no objections to the principle of development subject to the inclusion of suitable
conditions. We are satisfied that the proposals are acceptable in terms of flood risk and
drainage in accordance with our overview for all forms of flooding. There are additional
aspects that could be incorporated at the detailed stage to ensure the development is more
sustainable. We recommend you also consult with the LLFA for its views on the proposals. If
you are minded to approve this application we request that the following conditions are
attached to the decision notice:
Condition: Prior to any development on site the detailed design of the proposed land raising
within residential area C shall be submitted to, and agreed in writing by, the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the new development does not increase flooding to the site itself or
adjacent existing development.
Note: As detailed on drawing reference 10-0498 100 Rev 1 (dated May 2011) some minor reprofiling is necessary to re-direct surface water flows away from the proposed development
areas. As detailed above the opportunity could be taken to formally reprofile other areas
around the open space to hold back water from property downstream.

Condition: No development layout shall be approved until full drainage details, incorporating
sustainable drainage principles and an assessment of the hydrological and hydrogeological
context of the development, have been submitted to and agreed in writing by the local
planning authority.
Reason: To ensure that the new development does not increase flooding to the site itself or
adjacent existing development. To ensure opportunities to improve water quality and
biodiversity and reduce flood risk are maximised.
Note: We would anticipate the LLFA would lead on the detailed drainage design and
commenting on the proposals at the reserved matters/discharge of condition stage. However
given the importance of the drainage details and the opportunities for reducing flood risk we
would appreciate making some comments at the detailed stage as part of our ‘strategic
overview’ role. As a minimum we would expect the drainage proposals to correspond with the
preliminary design detailed within the FRA.
ECOLOGICAL PROTECTION AND ENHANCEMENT
We refer you to the advice of Natural England for the majority of ecological protection and
enhancement matters, particularly where these relate to protected species. We have the
following additional advice on ecological matters that relate to the water environment:
Water Framework Directive:
Protection of the water environment is particularly important due to the requirements of the
Water Framework Directive (WFD). The WFD sets a target of achieving ‘good status’ or ‘good
potential’ in all water bodies and there must be no deterioration in the existing status of water
bodies. Development needs to be planned carefully so that it does not result in deterioration or
further pressure on the water environment and compromise WFD objectives. Wherever
possible opportunities should be sought for development to contribute to improvements in
water body status, for example by improving water quality, fisheries and hydromorphology,
and by encouraging groundwater recharge.
The Hatherley Brook is classified as moderate due to its phosphate levels. These levels are
likely to be from urban drainage within Cheltenham. We note and welcome the information
submitted within the FRA relating to the foul drainage and sewerage capacity following the
applicant’s consultation with Severn Trent Water.
As indicated above, any new developments should incorporate SuDS to improve the quality of
surface water runoff that enters the Hatherley Brook. These drainage systems should
incorporate open conveyance through swales, rain gardens and ponds. This should ensure
that the water quality of rainwater runoff is improved which will help to meet the aims of the
WFD. We note the current drawings of the balancing ponds do not appear to have been
designed to encourage biodiversity. Any pond habitats should maximise the biodiversity value
by adhering to pond design principles for biodiversity, including variation of depth and edge
structure and ensuring water source is of reasonable quality. For example a combination of
permanent open water, submerged aquatic berms, reed `forebays` and variation in contour
and cross section of the banks. The successful incorporation of such features can affect the
footprint of the pond and therefore the layout of the site but we accept that it is appropriate to
submit such specifications at detailed design stage providing there is a commitment in
principal at outline.
Protection and Enhancement of Watercourse Habitat:
We welcome the network of terrestrial habitat corridors being retained and enhanced across
the site. These should be wide enough to allow for the maintenance and expansion of wildlife
populations. Buffer strips should be maximised along river corridors. The minimum width of the
habitat corridors along the watercourses is to be a minimum width of 35m and 30m (for
Hatherley and the eastern stream respectively) with a maximum width of 144m. We are

satisfied these are appropriate distances provided they are indeed delivered at the detailed
stage, and that the quality of habitat delivered is of a high standard.
Where crossings of watercourses are required for essential access roads culvert design
should be such that it minimises impacts on the water environment. Any culvert will need to be
the shortest length practically possible. In order to minimise the impacts to fish and aquatic
wildlife the culvert invert will need to be at least 300mm below design bed level. A minimum
water depth of 300mm will need to be maintained and flow will need to be less than 1-1.5m/s.
The presence of Japanese Knotweed on site has potentially significant effects if works cause
distribution of it downstream. The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 states that it is an offence
to “plant or otherwise cause to grow in the wild” any plant listed in Schedule nine, Part II of the
Act. The development should accord with the Act. Further advice can be found in our
Japanese Knotweed code of practice at
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/wildlife/130079.aspx
Tree and plant species to be planted along the river corridors should include species typically
found in riparian habitats including willows. Species to be avoided due to diseases include Ash
(Fraxinus excelsior) and Alder (Alnus glutinosa) but there should be consideration to using
native black poplar (Populus nigra) but sources must have proven native provenance. We
approve of some tree works along the river in principle to improve marginal and in-stream
vegetation. We would wish to see a clearer commitment to the replanting of some trees.
Furthermore, the cut timbers of any trees felled should be used to construct deadwood
habitats, or otter log pile holts.
Otters:
Otters have been recorded downstream on the Hatherley brook and it is likely that they will
travel through these small headwaters albeit infrequently. The significance of this is that this
provides another reason for maximising the width and ecological quality of riparian corridors.
Equally all new structures such as bridges will need to be designed to reduce the risk of otter
mortality through road death and they are another target species for mitigation and
enhancements such as introducing bankside cover and riverine habitat improvements.
LAND CONTAMINATION
This site has been subject to site investigation and risk assessment in 2011. At that
preapplication stage we concluded that the site posed a low risk to controlled waters (i.e.
groundwater and watercourses). This is due to the predominantly agricultural site history.
(Please note that this does not preclude the need for remediation for the protection of human
health which is within the remit of the local authority, and we recommend you consult with your
Contaminated Land Officer on this.) There is however a small part of the site identified as an
area of previous landfill. Since 2011 and the submission of this application, the landfill has
been investigated further from a gas risk perspective. It is reported in RPS’s contaminated
land ‘follow-up’ letter that the landfill comprises a depression that was filled with builder’s
rubble. The risk to groundwater remains unknown however the material appears to be inert.
We are satisfied with the principle of development from a land contamination perspective, and
any residual risks this site may pose to controlled waters from both contaminated land and the
landfill may be covered by the following condition:
Condition: If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found to be
present at the site then no further development (unless otherwise agreed in writing with the
Local Planning Authority) shall be carried out until the developer has submitted a remediation
strategy to the Local Planning Authority detailing how this unsuspected contamination shall be
dealt with. The remediation strategy shall be agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority
and implemented as approved.
Reason: To ensure the protection of controlled waters.

I trust this letter will assist with your determination of the development, as well as providing
advice to the developer for the detailed planning stage. Please do not hesitate to contact us if
there are any queries. A copy of the decision notice would be appreciated.

Land Drainage Officer
21st May 2014
I have reviewed the Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy submitted with this
application. I am satisfied with its approach and concur with its recommendations and
conclusions. I would also reiterate the comments made by the Environment Agency that all
SuDS be designed in accordance with CIRIA guidance C697 - The SuDS Manual. From 1st
April 2014, the Lead Local Flood Authority (Gloucestershire County Council), will be
responsible for the approval, inspection and adoption of SuDS. I would anticipate their
involvement in the approval of the final/detail drainage design.
6th June 2014
REVISED COMMENTS
I have reviewed the Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy submitted with this
application. I am satisfied with its approach and concur with its recommendations and
conclusions. I would also reiterate the comments made by the Environment Agency that all
SuDS be designed in accordance with CIRIA guidance C697 - The SuDS Manual.
Defra has delayed the proposed October 2014 implementation of Schedule 3 of the Flood and
Water Management Act 2010. In this respect, a further announcement is expected from Defra
this summer. Upon the implementation of Schedule 3 of the Act, the Lead Local Flood
Authority (Gloucestershire County Council), will be responsible for the approval, inspection
and adoption of SuDS.

Planning Application 13/01605/OUT
Land at Leckhampton, South West Cheltenham
Non-Technical Summary

Proposal
The proposal seeks outline planning consent for up to 650 houses and mixed uses, with access being
determined as part of the outline application. The site is located to the south of Cheltenham town
centre on the urban edge of Leckhampton and Warden Hill. The land now forms part of a draft
allocation in the Joint Core Strategy (JCS), and in the Pre-Submission Joint Core Strategy - April 2014
for approximately 1125 houses and mixed uses.
Policy
In determining this application, the starting point will be the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), as the adopted local plan is out of date in regards to accommodating development post
2011. Due weight should be given to relevant policies in the Local Plan according to their degree of
consistency with the NPPF, the closer the policies in the plan to the policies in the NPPF the greater
the weight that may be given. The JCS has reached Pre-Submission stage, which forms a statutory
stage of the plan preparation process. The policies in the JCS are now agreed by each of
the authorities, and subject to soundness will carry forward to public examination. Polices therefore
do have some weight.
Guidance
National Planning Practice Guidance, Guidance on Transport Assessments, Manual for Streets
Manual for Gloucestershire Streets
Aim
The overarching aim of this assessment is ensure;
Safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all people
Opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken up to reduce the need for
major transport infrastructure
The residual cumulative impacts of the development are not severe.
Improvements can be undertaken within the transport network that cost effectively limits
the significant impacts of the development.
Trip Rates and Distribution
To estimate vehicle trips from a development the industry standard is to use TRICS. The validate this
we asked the transport consultants to carry out a peak hour manual turning count at the local
junction of Brizen Lane with Kidnappers Lane.
The vehicular trip distribution for the residential element of the development was determined by
the SATURN model as agreed with GCC. The development of 650 houses and mixed uses are likely
to generate the following vehicular trips;

Morning Peak Hour

Evening Peak Hour

(08:00 – 09:00)

(17:00 – 18:00)

Trips

Arr

Dep

2-way

Arr

Dep

2-way

Total Residential

97

261

358

249

151

400

Total Employment

65

11

76

9

51

60

162

272

434

258

202

460

Total

Strategic Modelling
GCC has a strategic transport model, SATURN, and has a protocol that developers use the model for
strategic and large planning applications. The SATURN traffic modelling shows what happens if
traffic travels along corridors of least resistance, and plots which routes that may be taken to avoid
delays. The results shown that the optimum scenario, is not to restrict flows on Leckhampton Lane,
but allow traffic flow to balance along the corridors in Shurdington, Up Hatherley and Leckhampton.
Local Transport Modelling
A Transport Assessment was submitted in support of the application, it is considered that the TA was
broadly in accordance with the DfT's Guidance on Transport Assessment, additional guidance
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) was issued in March 2014.
Various scenarios have been tested both through strategic modelling and isolated junction
modelling. The highway authority consider that the considering the wider network, and the
importance of the bus frequency, that the Leckhampton Lane restriction works should not be
implemented, but the Moorend signal improvements should be, and coupled with the area wide
modal shift and trip banking, the residual cumulative impact of this development compared with
future (2023) flows of the network, (which include back ground growth and other JCS developments
which will be built out by 2023) will not be severe
In is inevitable that this development will increase the number of vehicle trips onto the network,
primarily during the AM and PM peaks. The developer has sought to use containment, and travel
pattern plans, to either reduce peak hour travel, or amend daily travel patterns to maximise the
capacity of the highway corridors.
Congestion
The A46 experiences recurrent congestion, this is a regular occurrence such as peak hour congestion
or regular events. 2 junctions (Moorend signals and A46/Leckhampton Lane) are noted to currently
have capacity issues, and this development will add to the performance of these junctions. However
the development is only required to mitigate its own impact, and not any existing capacity issues.

Some of the minor roads on to the A46 do experience queuing, and this would be expected onto any
Primary/Principal road. But the highway authority prioritised the A46 flows, to be as unhindered as
possible, especially to accommodate bus frequencies, and the sake of relatively small queue lengths
on minor side roads.
Therefore the highway authority is satisfied that subject to the recommended conditions and
contributions a safe a suitable access for all can be achieved, the cumulative impacts of the
development are not severe, and the development will actively manage patterns of growth to make
the fullest possible use of public transport, walking and cycling, to be made more sustainable
Accessibility
Whilst the site is located on the edge of existing development, it is within a range of destinations
that can be accessed by walking, cycling and public transport. Its location is therefore consistent
with national and local policy, and through area wide travel planning and modal shift, patterns of
growth can be actively managed to make the fullest possible use of public transport, walking and
cycling.
Vehicular Access
The proposed accesses are;
Primary access from A46 a signal controlled junction Drawing 2186.09A
Secondary junction from A46 a priority junction incorporating a bus lane on demand
junction. Drawing 2186.17C
A pedestrian/footway only link from the junction of Kidnappers Lane and Farm lane to a
future internal road within the proposed development. Drawing2186.31
The closure of the existing Kidnappers Lane/A46 priority junction. Drawing 2186.30
New junctions onto Kidnappers Lane 2186.32 & 33
Improvements (visibility) to the Farm Lane/Leckhampton Lane junction. Drawing 2186.40
Merlin Way pedestrian linkage improvements.
Sustainable Development
The site is located thus that we can actively manage patterns of growth to make the fullest possible
use of public transport, walking and cycling. GCC has been extremely successful in delivering the DfT
funded Local Sustainable Transport Fund in respect of;
Personalised Travel Planning
Workplace Travel Planning
Bike it
Website and Branding
Bike Hub

The LSTF team is looking at further projects;
Bus Maps
Bus taster tickets
Cycling and walking maps
Learning Independence for Travel (LIFT) Training
Cycle Strategy
Market and communication
What this is aiming towards is Active Travel, as no matter what our mode of transport choice, all of
us walk every day as part of our daily activities of living. Furthermore any of us can cycle (in
principle) on pretty much any road or dedicated cycle path that we want to.
There is an irrefutable case that links walking and cycling with the health, wealth and wellbeing of
the community and businesses in Gloucestershire. And this is recognised by some of our key
employers, who consider coherent active travel routes to be vital to attracting and retaining good
staff.
The highway authority recommends that this development should to contribute towards provide a
South West Cheltenham Modal Shift Strategy through;
Site Travel Plans
Area-wide/corridor Work Place Travel planning
Branding/website
Social Media
Marketing
Bus Maps
Bus Tickets/Smart cards
Cycling and walking maps
The South West Cheltenham Modal Shift Strategy will allow GCC to expand on the work included in
the LSTF to develop a real modal shift towards alternative modes, helping to reduce the impact of
car borne trips, create healthy active travel, and boost economic growth. These objective align with
the three dimensions of sustainable development in the NPPF
Mitigation
The applicant and the highway authority have prepared a package of mitigation that will deliver
modal shift and improvements to capacity along key transport networks.
Severe
The NPPF states that;
Development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual
cumulative impacts of development are severe.
But what is severe? The dictionary has alternatives for severe; acute, very bad, serious, grave,
critical, dire, drastic, grievous, extreme, dreadful, terrible, awful, frightful, appalling,

Obviously the use of the term severe has been to convey something very extreme, to ensure that
authorities only prevent development on transport grounds in overwhelming conditions
In everyday language we use severe to identify something that rarely occurs and we should be
aware, “severe weather” would be an example to describe flooding.
Perhaps we need to understand why the NPPF is using such terminology, in transport when
previously it was “nil detriment” or “5%” increase”. Previously nil detriment, or only a 5% increase,
resulted in refusals on transport grounds, or requiring very expensive infrastructure to resolve. Both
of these solutions inevitable resulted in reduced delivery of housing, as developers could not deliver,
as sites were unviable
To try and understand how you might calibrate severe in transport terms might be to look at how
government pinch point funding is allocated. Pinch point funding seeks to remove bottlenecks on
the local highway network which are impeding growth. The fund reflects the government’s
commitment to supporting economic growth by tackling barriers on the local highway network that
may be restricting the movement of goods and people. The fund is aimed at those schemes that can
be delivered quickly with immediate impact.
No Pinch Point funding was sought for Shurdington Road, due to its relatively low ranking,
strategically in Gloucestershire.

Conclusions
Gloucestershire County Council as the local highway authority has assessed this
application in light of the National Planning Policy, the CBC local Plan, the emerging Joint
Core Strategy, and other material considerations
The applicant has used the SATURN strategic model, and local junction modelling
techniques to understand the wider impact and the local capacity issues.
The development is located to make the fullest possible use of public transport, walking
and cycling, to be made more sustainable, and subject to the recommended conditions
and contributions a safe a suitable access for all can be achieved, the cumulative impacts
of the development are not severe.
Therefore the highway authority considers there that the development has some weight
due to its draft allocation in the JCS Pre-Submission stage, and the site is located adjacent
to the existing urban fringe of South West Cheltenham, and raises no highway objection.
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Introduction and Bibliography
Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) as the highway authority is a statutory consultee to
Cheltenham Borough Council (CBC) for this planning application
Highways Development Management (HDM) – A team within Gloucestershire County Council, (as
the highway authority), that responds to planning applications as a statutory consultee.
Peter Evans Partnership (PEP) – Transport consultants appointed by the applicants
Joint Core Strategy (JCS) – A document for Gloucester City, Cheltenham Borough and Tewkesbury
Borough to identify the need and location of employment and housing sites and associated
infrastructure up to 2031
SKANSKA – Transport Consultants commissioned by CBC to prepare SATURN scenarios for the JCS
SATURN - Simulation and Assignment of Traffic in Urban Road Networks. A network analysis
program developed at the Institute for Transport Studies, and distributed by WS Atkins. The model
is owned by GCC, and is used for strategic network analysis. This model has been used to predict the
traffic distribution based on a Gloucestershire strategic model and includes all permitted
development and allocations. The use of SATURN, for the traffic modelling work is consistent with
both best practice and current government advice. SATURN is recognised by the Department for
Transport (DfT) as an appropriate technique for traffic modelling and scheme assessment and has
been used for many years by consultants and local authorities as one of the ‘industry standard’
modelling tools.
TRICS - Trip Rate Information Computer System
TEMPRO - Trip End Model Programme
PCU PASSENGER CAR UNITS PCU’s are frequently used in traffic assessment work and are based on
the principal of translating all vehicles into one common traffic ‘currency’ this is achieved by
apportioning different PCU values to different types of traffic. Typical values are given in below:
Vehicle Type
Car
Light Goods Vehicle
Rigid Goods Vehicle
Articulated Goods Vehicle
Public Service Vehicle

PCU Value
1.0
1.0
1.9
2.9
2.5

ARCADY – Assessment of Roundabout Capacity and Delay, Transport Research Laboratory (TRL)
PICADY – Priority Intersection CApacity and DelaY, Transport Research Laboratory (TRL)

LINSIG - computer software package for the assessment and design of traffic signal junctions

MOVA – Microprocessor Optimisation Vehicle Actuation. A control system for traffic light signals at
isolated junctions. It intelligently switches between delay-minimising and capacity-maximising
modes, depending on traffic demand.

Chapter 1
The Proposal
Proposal
The proposal seeks outline planning consent for up to 650 houses and mixed uses, with access being
determined as part of the outline application. For clarity, access for this application has been
defined by the local planning authority as, the principal new junctions to the site from the A46 and
the connections to the public highway at Kidnappers Lane. The application has a red line which
encompasses the 650 houses and mixed uses, although a masterplan demonstrates how 1200
houses and mixed uses could be accommodated.
Site Location
The site is located to the south west of Cheltenham and immediately south of the built up residential
area of Moorend. The site is predominately bounded by two arterial roads, Shurdington Road, part
of the Primary Road network A46 to the west, and Leckhampton Lane/Church Road to the east. The
A46 links the A417 to Cheltenham, and is one of the principal movement corridors in to the town
centre.
Existing Highway Network
The site is located to the south of Cheltenham town centre on the urban edge of Leckhampton and
Warden Hill, although a small residential development finger exists, along part of Kidnappers Lane,
of approximately 140 dwellings.
The A46 Shurdington Road is an arterial corridor which continues directly into Cheltenham town
centre. The Average 24 hour Workday Flows are circa 8150. The Stagecoach 10 Goldrider service
operates a predominately 10 minute frequency, with the Stagecoach 46 service operating a
predominately hourly service, along the A46, some with dedicated RTPI bus stops. Shurdington
Road has segregated footways, and the carriageway is suitable for on street cycling, (although
according to the CBC cycle map, a level of experience is required - level 4 of 5). Shurdington Road is
predominantly a 7.3 m wide road subject to a 40mph, speed limit.
Leckhampton Lane is as single carriageway classified road that links the A46, from a priority
junction at the Bell Inn, to Church Road that continues on to Leckhampton Road, in Leckhampton.
Leckhampton Lane is subject a 60mph speed limit, apart from the initial section from the
Shurdington Road, and the approach to the connection to Church Road, which occurs at a cross road
junction, locally known as the Crippetts Lane crossroads. Kidnappers Lane is located to the south of
the application site and also meanders through the site, linking with Church Road to the east. Farm
Lane connects Kidnappers Lane to Crippetts Lane crossroads.

The A46 links to the strategic road network, the A417 and then to junction 11a of the M5 giving
direct access to the M5 South, and indirectly to the M5 north. The South East can be accessed via
the A417 /A419 to Swindon and the M4
Planning History
The application site for 650 houses currently has no policy allocation or designation in the CBC local
plan and is referred to as white land. In 2006 the area was included in Regional Spatial Strategy
(RSS) as part of wider area of search; however the RSS was revoked in 2010. The land now forms
part of a draft allocation in the Joint Core Strategy (JCS), and in the Pre-Submission Joint Core
Strategy - April 2014 for approximately 1125 houses and mixed uses.

Chapter Summary
The proposal seeks outline planning consent for up to 650 houses and mixed uses, with access being
determined as part of the outline application. The site is located to the south of Cheltenham town
centre on the urban edge of Leckhampton and Warden Hill. The land now forms part of a draft
allocation in the Joint Core Strategy (JCS), and in the Pre-Submission Joint Core Strategy - April 2014
for approximately 1125 houses and mixed uses.

Chapter 2
Policy and Guidance
Policy
In determining this application, the starting point will be the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), as the adopted local plan is out of date in regards to accommodating development post
2011. Due weight should be given to relevant policies in the Local Plan according to their degree of
consistency with the NPPF, the closer the policies in the plan to the policies in the NPPF the greater
the weight that may be given.

The National Planning Policy Framework March 2012
The primary transport considerations of the NPPF are;
All developments that generate significant amounts of movement should be supported by a
Transport Statement or Assessment. Plans and decisions should take account of whether:
The opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken up depending on the
nature and location of the site, to reduce the need for major transport infrastructure;
Safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all people; and
Improvements can be undertaken within the transport network that cost effectively limits
the significant impacts of the development. Development should only be prevented or
refused where the residual cumulative impacts of the development are severe.

Furthermore it is a core policy of the NPPF that the opportunities for sustainable transport have
been taken up, safe and suitable access for all is provided, and residual cumulative impact of the
development.
Finally the NPPF states where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant policies are
out̂of̂date, grant permission unless;
any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole; or
specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be restricted.

Cheltenham Borough Local Plan 2006, (CBCLP), - Principal transport policy
TP 1 Development and highway safety
Development will not be permitted where it would endanger highway safety, directly or indirectly,
by:
(a) creating a new access, altering an access or increasing the use of an existing access on to the
main highway network, or at other points where it would be hazardous to highway users, unless a
satisfactory improvement has been carried out; or

(b) generating high turnover on-street parking.

Pre-Submission Joint Core Strategy - April 2014
The JCS has reached Pre-Submission stage, which forms a statutory stage of the plan preparation
process. The policies in the JCS are now agreed by each of the authorities, and subject to soundness
will carry forward to public examination. Polices therefore do have some weight.
Guidance
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) - CLG
Guidance on Transport Assessments (GTA) - CLG/DfT
Manual for Streets (MfS)- CLG/DfT
Manual for Gloucestershire Streets (MfGS) – GCC

Chapter Summary
In determining this application, the starting point will be the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF). Due weight should be given to relevant policies in the Local Plan according to their degree
of consistency with the NPPF, the closer the policies in the plan to the policies in the NPPF the
greater the weight that may be given. The emerging JCS will provide the strategic context, however
with limited weight due to the stage of its preparation. National and local guidance are material
considerations in determining this application

Chapter 3
Trip Rates and Distribution
Pre-application Scoping
As is standard practice the transport consultants for the applicant Peter Evans Partnership (PEP) and
Gloucestershire County Council Highways Development Management (HDM), entered into early
discussions to scope the required assessment and modelling of a strategic application of this size.
Originally the application was for 1200 dwellings, and included land south of Farm Lane, within the
administration boundary of Tewkesbury Borough Council (TBC). This additional piece of land is
allocated in the Tewkesbury Borough Council Local Plan 2006 – 2011 as policy SD2.
GCC has a strategic transport model, SATURN, and has a protocol that developers use the model for
strategic and large planning applications. The site is located well within the Central Severn Vale
SATURN model and therefore can predict strategic traffic flows across a wide area, to understand
future traffic movements and help to assess strategic mitigation, if impact occurs. The model cannot
assess individual junction capacity, and therefore isolated junction modelling would be needed to
understand if junctions would be over capacity, to determine if mitigation is required and feasible.
Part way through these pre-application discussions land owners of the land south of Farm Lane
made the decision to withdraw from the pre-application discussions, and this left the application
reduced to 650 dwellings with mixed uses.
The original scope for the SATURN modelling resulted in a slight disagreement with PEP, who wanted
to test Do Something scenarios that included build outs of houses on as yet unpermitted and
unallocated sites. The Department of Transport document Guidance on Transport Assessments
states;
“The assessment years should consider person trips from all committed developments that would
impact significantly on the transport network, particularly where they substantially overlap, such as
at the same junctions and/or on roads as the proposed development. The committed developments
will typically include development sites that have extant planning permission as well as development
plan allocations in an adopted or approved plan”
Developments that have been completed but not fully occupied should be included in these
assessments. The inclusion or exclusion of committed developments in the assessments should be
agreed with the relevant authorities at the pre-application stage.
On 6 March 2014 the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) launched the
National Planning Policy Guidance, and committed development is clearly defined as;
“Development that is consented or allocated where there is a reasonable degree of certainty will
proceed within the next three years)”

Cheltenham Borough Council views are that despite the limited weight of the JCS, both members
and the local community are very concerned about the impact of the proposed development and
the potential transport implications arising. Considering the proposed scheme therefore only in the
context of committed development would not address these concerns. Therefore CBC required a
better understanding of the potential cumulative impacts of developments proposed by the JCS in
order to provide the appropriate advice and support to Planning Committee in making a decision on
the application.
CBC suggested that GCC should consider the application in line with DfT guidance, taking into
account committed sites, but within the wider context of JCS strategic transport modelling. This
modelling will provide an overview of the cumulative impact of the spatial strategy of the JCS, taking
into account relevant mitigation measures. The JCS commissioned SATURN scenarios remain
ongoing with the process of the JCS.
CBC felt that this is a pragmatic approach to providing GCC with a robust position in the context of
DfT guidelines, whilst providing the wider strategic analysis sought by Cheltenham Borough Council. .
PEP wanted to include specific development sites and build out rates that aligned with some very
draft allocation sites; however GCC suggested only included committed developments and growth
basest on housing demand to 2031.
The developments that formed part of the PEP Do Something (DS) scenarios are detailed and
discussed in Chapter 6, including a comparison of the GCC suggested scope.
When the Farm Lane developer withdrew from the pre-application discussions, PEP commissioned
further SATURN scenarios, to reflect the impact of 650 dwellings.
Detailed discussion on the application SATURN modelling and the JCS SATURN modelling can be
found in Chapter 6.
Vehicle Trips
To estimate vehicle trips from a development the industry standard is to use TRICS. To validate this
TRICS trip rate, GCC asked the transport consultants to carry out a peak hour manual turning count
at the local junction of, Brizen Lane with Kidnappers Lane. This sensitivity test validated the trip
rate.

The Transport Assessment used the following mix for trip generation;
up to 650 dwellings;
a primary school;
a GP surgery;
a local convenience store and small retail unit; and
4 500 sq m of either one or more of the following - B1 employment, care home,
dentist, children’s nursery, cottage hospital, other Class A uses.
This results in total traffic for each element as shown in the table below

Morning Peak Hour

Evening Peak Hour

(08:00 – 09:00)

(17:00 – 18:00)

Trips
Arrival

Departure

2-way

Arrival

Departure

2-way

Privately owned housing

74

210

284

198

116

314

Privately owned affordable housing

13

32

45

31

20

51

Rented affordable housing

10

19

29

20

15

35

Total Residential

97

261

358

249

151

400

Total Employment

65

11

76

9

51

60

Total

162

272

434

258

202

460

This indicates that there would be around 434 two-way vehicle trips arising from the development in
the morning peak hour and around 460 two-way vehicle trips in the evening peak hour.

Distribution
The vehicular trip distribution for the residential element of the development was determined by
the SATURN model as agreed with GCC. It was assumed that the vehicle distribution for the residents
at Leckhampton would be similar to the nearby residential zones within the SATURN model.
During the modelling scoping process it was agreed to use zones 308, 361, and 450 for the morning
peak hour residential distribution and 308 and 361 in the evening peak hour, as these zones area
adjacent to the proposed Leckhampton site. The distribution for the existing residential zones,
within the model, were determined from road side interview surveys undertaken by GCC in 2003,
and 2008 and calibrated using traffic count data.
As part of the TA various development scenarios have been modelled using SATURN. The
methodology and results of the SATURN modelling are discussed in Chapter 6

Chapter Summary
The development is assumed to generate the following vehicle trips in 2023, and results in the
projected trip and distribution as shown in the diagrams below, (Blue Text). The diagrams also
shows the comparison of existing flows in 2023 without the application site (Red Text), and 2023
with the application site, and the Leckhampton Lane restriction (Green Text). For base comparison
the 2012 surveyed flows are shown (Black Text)

AM and PM Predicted Flow Diagrams

1. AM Peak hour flows (08:00 – 09:00) CSV SATURN

2. PM Peak hour flows (08:00 – 09:00) CSV SATURN

Chapter 4
Accessibility and Access
Accessibility
The A46 is primarily served by the bus services 10, operating a 10 minute frequency past the
application site. The application proposal of 650 houses and mixed uses would have access to this
and other bus services, and also there are range facilities in Warden Hill and Leckhampton that are
accessible by walking and cycling.
According to the 2011 Census data (Office for National Statistics), Cheltenham has a lower than
average car/van mode share, attributable to the higher usage of active modes. Travel to work by
other modes, are the highest in the county, and outperform the country averages, with 18% on foot
and 56% in car/van, and with 71.1% containment.
Current guidance on walking distances to bus stops and facilities are contained with Manual for
Streets (MfS) and Institute of Highways and Transportation (IHIT) national guidance. Manual for
Streets (ref: Section B paragraph 4.4.1) states walkable neighbourhoods are typically characterised
by having facilities within a walking range of 10 minutes (approx 800m), although this should not be
considered as an upper limit.
For pedestrians without mobility impairment, the Institution of Highways and Transportation (IHT) in
their publication, ‘Guidelines for Providing for Journeys on Foot 2000’ make a series of suggested
acceptable walking distances in relation to some common facilities, see table below;

Desirable
Acceptable
Preferred Maximum

Suggested Acceptable Walking Distances
Town Centres, Retail Employment/school/tourism
200m
500m
400m
1000m
800m
2000m

Elsewhere
400m
800m
1200m

NPPF states at paragraph 28 that ‘The transport system needs to be balanced in favour of sustainable
transport modes, giving people a real choice about how they travel’. It is worth dwelling on this
statement, as the NPPF is not just asking to consider sustainable transport modes, but be balanced
in favour.
ONS data on commuting patterns collected from the Annual Population Survey (2010 and 2011)
indicate a high proportion of people both living and working within the JCS area. This self
containment highlights the potential for short-distance trips to transfer where appropriate, to noncar modes, such as public transport, walking or cycling
It is a core policy in the NPPF that in decision making, development should actively manage patterns
of growth to make the fullest possible use of public transport, walking and cycling, to be made
sustainable. It is a key thrust of the NPPF to create new multi modal links and ensure they remain
sustainable in the long term.

Whilst the site is located on the edge of existing development, it is within a range of destinations
that can be accessed by walking, cycling and public transport. Its location is therefore consistent
with national and local policy, make the fullest possible use of public transport, walking and cycling,
to be made sustainable.

Vehicular Access
The proposed site accesses are being dealt with by this outline planning application. These accesses
are;
Primary access from A46 a signal controlled junction Drawing 2186.09A
Secondary junction from A46 a priority junction incorporating a bus lane on demand
junction. Drawing 2186.17C
A pedestrian/footway only link from the junction of Kidnappers Lane and Farm lane to a
future internal road within the proposed development. Drawing2186.31
The closure of the existing Kidnappers Lane/A46 priority junction. Drawing 2186.30
New junctions onto Kidnappers Lane 2186.32 & 33
Improvements (visibility) to the Farm Lane/Leckhampton Lane junction. Drawing 2186.40
Merlin Way pedestrian linkage improvements.

Junctions and Links
Primary access from A46
This primary access is a signal controlled junction, which interalia replaces the existing Kidnappers
Lane junction and removes the signal controlled crossing; replacing it with an uncontrolled crossing
facility. This junction will allow the existing Chelteham bound bus services and diverted bus service
to have priority access into the development.
Secondary Access from A46
This is a priority junction which acts as the access to a proposed boulevard layout. Whist secondary
in highway terms, it can be considered as the main access to the development. Coupled with the
priority junction is an on demand signal controlled bus lane which gives priority to buses travelling to
Cheltenham, this will be called approximately every 10 minutes.
Pedestrian/footway only link from the junction of Kidnappers Lane and Farm lane
This section of Kidnappers Lane will be stopped up to vehicular traffic, allowing it to be a permeable
link for pedestrians and cycles. This would have the added benefit of removing Kidnappers Lane,
which is a single width rural road in this location, as a well established “rat run”.
Junctions on to Kidnappers Lane
2 new junctions are proposed onto Kidnappers Lane, this will enhance the internal layout provide
improved multimodal permeability, and also reduced the previously mentioned rat running.

Existing Kidnappers Lane/A46 priority junction, (closure)
This closure is required to enable the Primary access to have the required visibility, and design
standards, it will also rationalise the junction street furniture at this section and create a more
legible junction. Access by pedestrians and cycles will be retained as will access from within the
internal layout.
Farm Lane/Leckhampton Lane junction, (visibility improvements).
The egress visibility from Farm Lane onto Church Road /Leckhampton Lane junction is substandard
and whilst the scheme and internal layout is designed to limit trips in this direction, there may be
some insignificant increase, but it is deemed necessary to create a safe and suitable access.
Leckhampton Lane traffic demand management works
During the pre-application discussions and during the formal consultation period the highway
authority and PEP proposed measures to control the anticipated vehicular demand on Leckhampton
lane as a result of the proposal. Various options were developed during this period, all with the
same intention to manage the demand. A scheme of priority build outs is suggested, which both
increases journey time through this section, and reduces speed, along this rural section. The option
was presented at public consultations and events by the applicant and PEP, but it is understood it
did not receive local support.
The scheme would need clear signing of priorities and the intervisibility between opposing flows will
also be critical to avoid conflicts between opposing flows. The length of the one-way working needs
to be optimised to ensure that extended platoons of vehicles in one direction do not cause driver
frustration and cause miss use of the layout. This scheme was specifically tested in a do something
SATURN scenario, and is discussed at Chapter 6.
Church Road Measures
Measures are proposed to traffic calm the junction of Church Road with Hall Road. This location is
known locally as Leckhampton village, and local concerns have been raised about any increase in
through traffic from the development, and any further re-distributed traffic onto Leckhampton Lane
and onto Church Road.
The measures are proposed to reduce speeds by installing build outs and create a friendlier space,
for pedestrians especially given the location of the existing primary school. The width of the
remaining gap needs to be designed to ensure that users aren’t indecisive and could lead to conflicts
as opposing vehicles try to squeeze through the gap. A “gateway” feature is also proposed past the
church on Church Road. The intention is to reduce speeds on the approach to the built up area on
Church Road.
The works would be subject to public consultation and may need to be incorporated into area wide
corridor based scheme if the anticipated housing number in the JCS comes forward.

Moorend Signals
This signal controlled junction can be seen to be a pinch point along the Shurdington Road network
and is constrained in width and lane capacity. Probably the most strained arm is the approach to the
junction on the Shurdington Road, travelling towards Cheltenham. The carriageway provides a
straight on and left turn lane, plus a right turn lane. The right turn lane can take time to clear due to
the oncoming lanes this can then block the taper into the straight on and left
The existing layout can be seen in the drawing overleaf.
GCC has proposed that as the junction is showing to be over capacity, that mitigation is required,
and has proposed to create some additional capacity during the morning peaks to reduce
congestion. The proposal can be seen overleaf which increases the number of inbound lanes to 3.
The applicant is not offering this improvement as part of the application but GCC believes that this
mitigation is required is discussed further at Chapter 6
Chapter Summary
The site is located thus that we can actively manage patterns of growth to make the fullest possible
use of public transport, walking and cycling. GCC has been extremely successful in delivering the DfT
funded Local Sustainable Transport Fund in respect of;
Personalised Travel Planning
Workplace Travel Planning
Bike it
Website and Branding
Bike Hub
The LSTF team is looking and further projects;
Bus Maps
Bus taster tickets
Cycling and walking maps
Learning Independence for Travel (LIFT) Training
Cycle Strategy
Market and communication
What this is aiming towards is Active Travel, as no matter what our mode of transport choice, all of
us walk every day as part of our daily activities of living. Furthermore any of us can cycle (in
principle) on pretty much any road or dedicated cycle path that we want to.
There is an irrefutable case that links walking and cycling with the health, wealth and wellbeing of
the community and businesses in Gloucestershire. And this is recognised by some of our key
employers, who consider coherent active travel routes to be vital to attracting and retaining good
staff.
The highway authority recommends that this development should to contribute towards provide a
South West Cheltenham Modal Shift Strategy through;

Site Travel Plans
Area-wide/corridor Work Place Travel planning
Branding/website
Social Media
Marketing
Bus Maps
Bus Tickets/Smart cards
Cycling and walking maps

The South West Cheltenham Modal Shift Strategy will allow GCC to expand on the work included in
the LSTF to develop a real modal shift towards alternative modes, helping to reduce the impact of
car borne trips, create healthy active travel, and boost economic growth. These objective align with
the three dimensions of sustainable development in the NPPF

Contributions:
South West Cheltenham modal shift strategy based on (Work Place Travel Plans): £400,000
Residential Travel Plan: £118,000
Non-Residential Development TPC budget: £18,000
Public Transport Contribution, Diversion of service J/K £385,000

Total £536,000

Chapter 5
Local Transport Modelling and Impact
Local Transport Modelling
A Transport Assessment (TA),dated September 2013, was submitted in support of the application, it
is considered that the TA was broadly in accordance with the DfT's Guidance on Transport
Assessment (GTA), which was the prevailing guidance at the application date, although it should be
noted that additional guidance National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) was issued in March
2014. This guidance builds on the evidence with the GTA, to make guidance contemporary with the
NPPF.
The TA was submitted to examine the impact of the site masterplan area, 1200 units, employment,
primary school and other ancillary units. The scope of the TA was agreed between Peter Evans
Partnership (PEP), Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) and the Highways Agency (HA). It was
necessary to for all parties to agree to the areas which would be likely to be impacted by the
development proposal, this was done via local traffic counts, discussions with stakeholders and
knowledge of local issues. Traffic analysis was therefore undertaken within the agreed study area on
the basis of expected changes in traffic movements across the local highway network. Whilst the TA
assessed the impact of the total masterplan area of 1200 dwellings, a Supplementary Traffic Note
was submitted in January 2014 to assess the impact of the 650 dwelling application site, together
with highway mitigation works on Leckhampton Lane. An Addendum to the TA was submitted in
December 2013 to respond to issues ( bus capacity, non motorised users and schools) raised by GCC
in response to the TA.

Future Year Assessment
The horizon year, this being the future year necessary to assess the impact of the development was
agreed to be 2023. This represents 10 years after the date of the registration of the planning
application, in accordance with the aforementioned DfT guidance. This also coincides with the
anticipated development completion date.
Modelling Process
Traffic surveys undertaken in 2011 were utilised by PEP to assess the base year situation at each
junction to be assessed. GCC's Central Severn Vale SATURN model produced strategic forecasts of
link and junction flows, outputs from the SATURN model were extracted and utilised with the local
junction modelling, this included turning movements at each of the junctions in the 2023 forecast
year. Capacity analysis of the relevant junctions in the morning and evening peak hours was
undertaken on an individual basis so free flow conditions on adjoining links has been assumed for
junction capacity testing purposes. The industry standard software ARCADY, PICADY and LINSIG were
used to assess roundabout, priority junctions and signals respectively. Base models were validated
against observed queues, to ensure that the modelling represented a realistic base scenario with
which to assess the future year scenario.

Committed Development
The DfT Guidance on Transport Assessments (GTA) stated that future year assessments should only
include the development proposals and any committed developments, it defined committed
development as sites with planning permission or sites included with an adopted development plan.
This approach is consistent with the recently published Planning Practice Guidance. Although this is
considered to be the correct approach in order to ensure certainty of assessment, Cheltenham
Borough Council considered that the draft Joint Core Strategy (JCS) proposals should be included
within any future year modelling scenario. GCC therefore accepted Cheltenham Borough Council's
position and progressed with the modelling on this basis. It can be seen how this approach can be
create uncertainty, as since the modelling was undertaken with PEP changes, changes to draft JCS
have been made, with the removal of the Up Hatherley site and amendments to housing numbers.
The removal of the Up Hatherley site would not adversely impact the modelling, as the site would be
unlikely to be built out by 2023, however this is not to say that further changes to the draft JCS will
not impact the modelling.
The 2023 land use forecasts took account of existing planning permissions which have not yet been
implemented, sites allocated in Adopted Local Plans and development resulting from those sites
within the draft JCS which may be built out by 2023. The JCS site information was extracted from the
JCS document titled 'Developing the Preferred Options' consultation document.

Trip Generation
Trip rates for the 1200 units together with the employment, primary school and ancillary uses were
derived from the Trip Rate Information Computer System (TRICS), this is a national traffic survey
database. The assumed trip rates do not take account of any reductions in trips resulting from the
residential travel planning, improvements to public transport provision and reduction in trips from
the existing highway network as part of the area wide work place travel planning. It is therefore
considered that the modelling represents an overly robust assessment.

Supplementary Traffic Note Trip Rates
As stated above, the original TA considered the impact of the Leckhampton masterplan area, this
was required for Environmental Impact Assessment purposes, the supplementary traffic note
considered solely the impact of the application site, together with the committed developments and
JCS sites previously discussed, these committed developments include the 360 dwellings allocated in
the Tewkesbury Borough Local Plan at Farm Lane. The trips remain the same as the TA:

Morning Peak Hour

Evening Peak Hour

(08:00 – 09:00)

(17:00 – 18:00)

Trips

Arr

Dep

2-way

Arr

Dep

2-way

Privately owned housing

74

210

284

198

116

314

Privately owned affordable housing

13

32

45

31

20

51

Rented affordable housing

10

19

29

20

15

35

Total Residential

97

261

358

249

151

400

Primary School

64

44

108

4

7

11

GP Surgery

13

6

108

8

10

11

Local Retail Centre

21

20

19

22

21

18

B1 Office

54

7

41

5

42

43

Some of the journeys undertaken to the individual uses on site will have travelled to or from other
uses on the site. Some residents of the proposed dwellings will travel to the primary school, use the
local shops, GP surgery or possibly work at the commercial use. Likewise, some people working at
the commercial use would visit the local centre.
Therefore the total number of vehicles generated by the proposal would be less than the summation
of the individual figures identified. The traffic assessment makes the following assumptions and the
resulting trips used for the CSV modelling.
Primary School
All trips associated with the primary school would either be internal to the wider Leckhampton
masterplan area and would therefore not use the external road network, or would be linked with
residents dropping children off as part of their existing journey. These trips have therefore been
included in the residential element of the traffic forecasts and have been removed from the analysis
to avoid double counting.
GP Surgery
The patient catchment area of the GP surgery would be the wider Leckhampton masterplan area and
therefore no patient trips would be on the external road network. The majority of trips have
therefore been removed from the analysis.

During the peak hours some trips to and from the GP Surgery would be staff. Some 50% of the
morning peak hour arrivals and evening peak hour departures are anticipated to be staff. The
remaining trips would be patients. The staff trips are included in the employment trips for the
purpose of the traffic modelling.
Local Retail Centre
The majority of the retail trips would be on the network in any event. This includes linked trips from
the residential and employment areas of the development. A small proportion of the trips to and
from the retail units would be new. It has been agreed that 20% of trips would be new to the
external network. These have been added to the employment trips for the purpose of the traffic
modelling.
Total Traffic
The trip generation that has therefore been used to input to the Central Severn Vale modelling is as
follows:
Morning Peak Hour

Evening Peak Hour

(08:00 – 09:00)

(17:00 – 18:00)

Trips

Arr

Dep

2-way

Arr

Dep

2-way

Privately owned housing

74

210

284

198

116

314

Privately owned affordable housing

13

32

45

31

20

51

Rented affordable housing

10

19

29

20

15

35

Total Residential

97

261

358

249

151

400

Total Employment

65

11

76

9

51

60

Total

162

272

434

258

202

460

This indicates that there would be 434 two-way vehicle trips arising from the development in the
morning peak hour and 460 two-way vehicle trips in the evening peak hour.

Traffic Distribution
Traffic has been distributed and assigned to the network using the information extracted from
SATURN. It was assumed that the vehicle distribution for residents at Leckhampton would be similar
to the nearby residential zones with the SATURN model. Trips from the proposed residential
element of the application are distributed using traffic count and turning movements from nearby
existing residential estates, these are known as SATURN zones. The distribution for the existing

residential zones within the model were determined from road side interview surveys undertaken
by GCC in 2003 and 2008 as part of the model update, this was validated using traffic count data.
The trip distribution for the employment element of the development was derived from the 2001
census travel to work data. The home locations of the employees working in the Leckhampton ward
in 2001 were reviewed, based on the home locations of employees a distribution across the local
road network was determined.
Existing conditions
A46 Shurdington Road/Leckhampton Lane Priority Junction
The 2011 base modelling demonstrates that this junction is already over capacity in the morning and
evening peak hours. The modelling demonstrates that there are maximum queues along
Leckhampton Lane in the AM peak of 16 passenger car units (PCU's) and maximum queues of 97
PCU's for the right turn movement into Leckhampton Lane from the A46. In the PM peak these
queues reduce to 9 and 58 PCU's respectively.
The likely reason for the reduction in queues from the AM to the PM peak is due to peak spreading,
this is where the PM peak is generally considered to take place over a longer period of time,
whereas the AM peak is constrained to a shorter amount of time. The A46 in both peaks is generally
slow moving traffic, rather than actual queues (nose to tail vehicles not moving for long periods of
time), there PICADY struggles to model the junction effectively and therefore over estimates the
queues.
From site visits and video footage of the junction drivers travelling westbound slow down, in order
to allow the right turn movement into Leckhampton Lane to take place, PICADY is unable to replicate
this behaviour, and therefore overestimates the queuing.

It is important to assess the surveyed queue data for junctions; this helps to determine the validity
of the base model and also provides additional information where the modelling software is not able
to accurately predict the capacity of a junction due to driver behaviour. The surveyed queue data
demonstrated that the maximum queue in the morning peak hour is 20 vehicles on the Gloucester
approach, with maximum queues of 8 vehicles for the Cheltenham approach. Maximum queues on
Leckhampton Lane were around 8 vehicles. It should be noted that in transport planning terms a
queue is considered to be stationary vehicles, as opposed to slow moving traffic.

A46 Shurdington Road/Up Hatherley Way Roundabout
The ARCADY modelling indicates that the average maximum queues during the AM and PM peaks in
the 2011 base year are up to 3 PCU's with a maximum queue during the AM peak hour of 8 PCU's for
vehicles travelling towards Cheltenham and 6 PCU's for PCU's travelling towards Gloucester. The
maximum queue that occurs during the PM peak is 12 PCU's travelling into Cheltenham and 5 PCU's
travelling out of Cheltenham. The maximum queue is known as the 95% queue; this queue can be
described as the peak of the peak and will only occur once during the peak.

The queue surveys for this junction are lower than those predicted by the base ARCADY model,
however it is considered that base model represents a broadly similar scenario to the existing
situation on the ground.

A46 Shurdington Road/Kidnappers Lane Priority Junction
The 2011 base modelling indicates that queues at this junction (onto the A46) are negligible in both
the AM and PM peak periods.
The base modelling is comparable to the surveyed queues, with relatively minor stationary queues
along the A46; however the surveys do indicate that vehicles can struggle to turn right into
Kidnappers Lane, with queues of up to 20 vehicles for the right turn movement.
A46 Shurdington Road/Woodlands Road Priority Junction
The 2011 base modelling indicates that queues at this junction (onto the A46) are negligible in both
the AM and PM peak periods.
The surveyed queues are similar to the base modelling queues in relation to Woodlands Road and
the A46 Gloucester approach; however the surveys estimate queues of up to 25 vehicles on the A46
Cheltenham approach, this peak within the peak lasts for approximately 20 minutes between 8.25
and 08.45. The PM peak shows queues of up to 16 vehicles on the A46 Cheltenham approach, but
only for around 10 minutes at 17.50. The reason for the inconsistency between the base modelling
and the surveyed data is that the modelling cannot mimic driver behaviour, at this location vehicles
travelling along the A46 stop to allow vehicles to enter and exit Woodlands Road, which forms the
queuing, however the model assumes a free flow of traffic. This is discussed in more detail in the
future year modelling section.

A46 Shurdington Road/Moorend Park Road Signalised Junction
The 2011 base modelling demonstrates that the junction is operating within capacity in the AM and
PM peak periods. Mean maximum queues on all arms in the AM peaks are between 15 and 17 PCU's
with a average maximum queue of 32 PCU's eastbound along the A46. Queues in the PM peak are
between 12 and 30 PCU's, with 30 PCU's eastbound and 26 PCU's queuing westbound.

The surveyed queues are generally consistent with the base modelling, with the largest queues on
the A46 Cheltenham approach in both the AM and PM peak hours. There is generally queuing
vehicles on all arms, with average queues on the A46 Gloucester approach in the region of 8-12
vehicles across the peak hour. The surveys demonstrate that the queuing in the nearside lane of the
A46 Cheltenham approach reaches a maximum of 14 vehicles across both peak hours, whilst the
right turn lane can queue back as far as 45 vehicles, with the average during the peak hours being
around 30 vehicles. It is difficult to know exactly how the survey company distinguished these
queues as the right turn lane is not capable of accommodating this level of vehicles, therefore the
data should show a maximum queue commensurate with the capacity of the right turn lane and a

queue in lane 1 incorporating vehicles travelling ahead and vehicles turning right who are waiting in
lane one. In any event, the base modelling and the surveys demonstrate that there is existing
queuing at this junction.

A46 Shurdington Road/Leckhampton Road/Norwood Road Roundabout
This junction is shown to operate within capacity in all scenarios in the 2011 base year. Maximum
average queues are around 2-3 vehicles, with the maximum queue at any time during the peak hour
being up to 8 PCU's in the AM peak hour on the A46 east arm of the junction. The maximum queue
during the PM peak is 8 PCU's on the A46 east arm.

The surveyed queues in the morning peak hour are generally comparable to the base modelling
results, although queues on Leckhampton Road can reach 18 vehicles, but only over a 10 minute
period. The surveyed queues do not compare well to the base model in the PM peak with queues on
Leckhampton Road of between 11 and 27 vehicles from 18:00-18:15, however queues in the
‘traditional’ peak hour are comparable to the base model on all approaches with the exception of
Norwood Road. There is a single spike on 18 vehicles queuing for 5 minutes at 17:35 on
Leckhampton Road. Queues on Shurdington Road and Norwood Road increase sharply at around
15:50 for a 5 minute period, whilst queues on Shurdington Road have a number of peaks within the
peak, which last around 5 minutes. Queues on Norwood Road reach up to 22 vehicles with a peak
spread between 16:55 and 17:20, this is due largely to the high flows along the A46, which results in
vehicles struggling to egress Norwood Road.

Leckhampton Road Double Mini Roundabout
The modelling demonstrates that during the 2011 base year that this junction is generally operating
within capacity, except on a single arm in each peak hour. During the AM peak hour the
Leckhampton Road south arm (mini roundabout with Charlton Lane), shows a maximum queue of 14
PCU's. During the PM peak hour the Leckhampton Road north arm (mini roundabout with Church
Road) shows a queue of 10 PCU’s.
Queues are comparable with the base modelling in all scenarios, with the only anomaly being a spike
of 16 vehicles queuing in the PM peak at 15:30 on the Leckhampton Road approach to Charlton
Lane.

2023 Modelling
As stated above 2023 is the future assessment year of the development, the results of 2023
modelling for the application site, 650 units plus employment and ancillary uses are presented
within the Supplementary Traffic Note. The future year modelling assesses the impact of the
development when it is expected to be fully built out and occupied, the future year assessment also
includes traffic from the 360 dwelling Tewkesbury Local Plan allocation at Farm lane, any other sites
with planning permission and allocated in an adopted Local Plan and traffic resulting from the draft

JCS proposals, most notably 1500 houses at Brockworth and the anticipated build out of that site,
however this does not include the allocation at Up Hatherley which has recently been removed.

Each junction was tested for capacity in the 2023 design year with and without the application
development. A sensitivity test was also undertaken to determine the impact on the local highway
network by restricting the amount of traffic turning into Leckhampton Lane from the A46. It is
known that right turning traffic blocks ahead on traffic at this junction and that vehicles travelling
out of Cheltenham slow down to allow drivers to exit Leckhampton Lane and drivers to turn right
into Leckhampton Lane. The sensitivity test considered that impact of traffic calming measures along
Leckhampton Lane; this would discourage traffic from using Leckhampton Lane and therefore
reduce flows. In attempting to resolve the issue of the Leckhampton Lane junction it is accepted that
this will assign more traffic to the A46. Results for all junctions will be presented with and without
the Leckhampton Lane capacity restriction for clarity.

A46 Shurdington Road/Leckhampton Lane Priority Junction
The Leckhampton Lane junction was tested with no mitigation measures and with a capacity limit of
300 PCU's two way on Leckhampton Lane. The AM peak 2023 scenario without development
demonstrates that maximum average queues on Leckhampton Lane will be 45 PCU's with queues of
156 PCU's travelling eastbound into Cheltenham. It should be noted that PICADY can not accurately
model driver behaviour at this junction and therefore considers the slow moving traffic to be an
actual queue, whereas in practice it is not a queue, the queue lengths are therefore overestimated.
The 2023 AM peak with development estimates queues to be 54 vehicles on Leckhampton Lane and
178 on the A46 eastbound. The 2023 AM peak with development and with the Leckhampton Lane
capacity restriction estimates queues to be 4 vehicles on Leckhampton Lane and 87 on the A46
eastbound.
The PM peak 2023 scenario without development demonstrates that maximum average queues on
Leckhampton Lane will be 88 PCU's with queues of 315 PCU's travelling eastbound into Cheltenham.
The 2023 PM peak with development estimates queues of 95 PCU's on Leckhampton Lane and 328
PCU's on the A46 eastbound. It should be noted that PICADY can not accurately model driver
behaviour at this junction and therefore considers the slow moving traffic to be an actual queue,
whereas in practice it is not a queue, the queue lengths are therefore overestimated. The 2023 PM
peak with development and with the Leckhampton Lane capacity restriction estimates queues to be
12 vehicles on Leckhampton Lane and 145 on the A46 eastbound.
The results of sensitivity tests indicate that there would be an improvement on the capacity of the
junction if the capacity restriction along Leckhampton Lane was implemented. The number of right
turning vehicles into Leckhampton Lane from the A46 would be reduced; however this would
increase through traffic and therefore impact the local network elsewhere. Although the
development will clearly increase traffic on the network, the overall capacity at the junction will
improve as part of the development mitigation measures. It is not considered that the residual
cumulative impact of development at this junction will be 'severe'

A46 Shurdington Road/Up Hatherley Way Roundabout
The 2023 AM modelling indicates that queues at this roundabout are up to 6 PCU's in all scenarios
including the Leckhampton Lane capacity restriction. The 2023 PM peak without development is
estimated to have queues on 6 PCU's on the A46 east arm of the roundabout, queues of 9 PCU's
with development and queues of 15 vehicles on the A46 east arm and 16 vehicles on the A46 west
arm with the development traffic. The increase in queues on the A46 with the capacity restriction is
expected, as less traffic is turning into Leckhampton Lane from the A46 and will be continuing along
the A46. It is not considered that the residual cumulative impact of development at this junction will
be 'severe'.

A46 Shurdington Road/Kidnappers Lane Signalised Junction
A new eastern site access will replace the existing A46/Kidnappers Lane priority junction, which will
be closed to vehicular traffic. The site access has been modelled in the 2023 future year scenario
with development only. The AM modelling demonstrates queues of 6 PCU's on the A46 west arm
with queues of 7 PCU's on the A46 west arm with the Leckhampton Lane capacity restriction. The
PM peak modelling estimates queues of 8 PCU's on the A46 east arm with queues of 10 PCU's on the
A46 west arm. The mean max queues in the PM peak change from the A46 east to west with the
introduction of the Leckhampton Lane capacity restriction. This is due to additional vehicles
travelling eastbound along the A46 due to the restriction which will increase queues on the west
arm of the A46. The junction modelling shows that this junction would operate within capacity in the
future year of 2023.
A46 Shurdington Road/Woodlands Road Priority Junction
The 2023 modelling in the AM peak period estimates queues on Woodlands Road to be around 2
PCU's in all scenarios, including with the Leckhampton Lane capacity restriction being implemented.
This is due to the fact that the re-distribution of traffic across the network due to the restriction at
Leckhampton Lane is more staggered over the AM peak, than the PM peak. The 2023 modelling
indicates that queues in the PM peak hour with and without development would be around 12 PCU's
along Woodlands Road. The 2023 PM peak modelling indicates that queues on Woodlands Road
with the capacity restriction in place would be 101 PCU's, however in practice this queue will not
occur. The PICADY model is unable to replicate driver behaviour, whereby drivers on the A46 slow
down to allow drivers to exit Woodlands Road, the model therefore assumes that traffic from
Woodlands Road cannot exit onto the A46 due to the slow moving traffic on the A46 blocking this
movement, however in practice the slow moving traffic aids the egress from Woodlands Road. Due
to the general re-assignment of traffic across the network it is likely that flows along Woodlands
Road would increase, however the queuing as predicted by PICADY would not occur. It is not
considered that the residual cumulative impact of development at this junction will be 'severe'.
A46 Shurdington Road/Moorend Park Road Signalised Junction
The 2023 AM modelling results estimates that there will be queues of around 37 PCU's in all
scenarios, including with the Leckhampton Lane capacity restriction. Despite the modelling results,
it is expected that the queues would increase in the AM peak hour, however as the junction is

nearing capacity in 2023 assessment year, the SATURN model has assumed that traffic will redistribute onto other routes, this will be explained more in the SATURN section of this report. It
should be noted that when the traffic counts were undertaken the signals were not fully optimised
with the MOVA operation, therefore any counts and subsequent future year assessment modelling
did not consider the full impact of the intelligent signals. The modelling therefore represents a worse
case scenario.
The 2023 PM modelling indicates that the junction is already over capacity without the
development, with queues of 64 PCU’s on the A46 west arm of the junction. The modelling with the
development traffic included is predicted to slightly reduce the queues at the junction due to the
general re-assignment of traffic across the network. The SATURN model assigns traffic based on the
quickest route, it does not simply add all traffic to the back of an existing queue, therefore traffic
from the A46 has re-assigned to other routes.
The SATURN model will also take into account the additional delays on the A46 resulting from the
proposed points of access to the development, which will also impact the re-assignment and
increase the number of drivers which alter their route. However, the impact of the Leckhampton
Lane capacity does have a significant impact on queues at this junction in the PM peak hour. The
model estimates that queues will increase to 96 vehicles on the A46 east arm of the junction, this is
not surprising given the high flow of vehicles leaving Cheltenham in the PM peak. The reason the
queues increase at the junction with the Leckhampton Lane capacity restriction, is due to traffic
being unable to re-assign along Leckhampton Lane and additional traffic is travelling along the A46.
A slight anomaly occurred with the base modelling, which did not include the full optimisation of the
intelligent signals, which subsequently results in the future year modelling being overly robust.
Furthermore, the modelling does not consider the mitigation proposed by the developer, namely
improvements works to the junction to produce extra capacity, travel planning measures to reduce
development and existing network trips and the enhancement of the signals with bus priority known
as real time passenger information. Given the above improvements together with the overly robust
nature of the modelling, and that the fact that this site is allocated in the JCS for development, it is
not considered that the residual cumulative impact of development is within acceptable parameters
A46 Shurdington Road/Leckhampton Road/Norwood Road Roundabout
The mean max queues for all scenarios increase slightly with the development in 2023 from around
2 to 3 PCU's in the AM peak and from 5 to 6 PCU's in the PM peak. Overall, the Leckhampton Lane
capacity restriction makes no material difference to the operation of this junction due to the general
re-distribution of traffic across the local network. It is not considered that the residual cumulative
impact of development at this junction will be 'severe'.
Leckhampton Road/Church Road/Charlton Lane Double Mini Roundabout
The ARCADY modelling indicates that queues on the southern approach will increase in the 2023 AM
peak from around 21 to 28 PCU's, whilst the capacity restriction on Leckhampton Lane makes no
material difference. In the 2023 PM peak the mean max queues with and without development on
the southern and northern approaches are 13 PCU's, however this increases to 21 PCU's on the

northern approach with the Leckhampton Lane capacity restriction. It is not considered that the
residual cumulative impact of development at this junction will be 'severe'.
Mitigation Measures
Impact of Leckhampton Lane Capacity Restriction
The modelling demonstrates that the impact of the capacity restriction can be beneficial on some
routes; however there is an adverse impact on other routes, due to the re-assignment of traffic on
the network. The table below extracted from the TA shows the comparison with and without the
constriction, but does not show the wider impact.
Two-way Traffic (PCUs) - Morning Peak Hour
Flows

No Capacity
Restriction

With Capacity
Restriction

without
development

flows

Compared
to base

flows

Compared
to base

Church Road east of Kidnappers Lane

958

955

-3

648

-310

A46 east of A417

2726

2733

+7

2710

-16

A46 east of Norwood Road

1388

1419

+31

1365

-32

Badgeworth Lane

662

663

+1

535

-127

Up Hatherley Way west of Caernarvon Rd

1186

1166

-20

1134

-52

Hatherley Road east of Cold Pool Lane

330

340

+10

349

+19

Caernarvon Road west of Alma Road

705

788

+83

781

+76

A40 east of M5 junction 11

5852

5907

+55

5927

+75

A417 east of A46

2215

2212

2247

+32

Leckhampton Hill

1512

1523

+11

1492

-20

A435 Cirencester Road

1271

1282

+11

1322

+51

Link

-3

Two-way Traffic (PCUs) – Evening Peak Hour
Flows

No Capacity
Restriction

With Capacity
Restriction

without
development

flows

Compared
to base

flows

Compared
to base

Church Road east of Kidnappers Lane

1135

1242

+107

994

-141

A46 east of A417

2613

2628

+15

2647

+34

1315

0

1309

Link

1315
A46 east of Norwood Road

-6

Badgeworth Lane

938

921

-17

767

-171

Up Hatherley Way west of Caernarvon Rd

1356

1395

+39

1195

-161

Hatherley Road east of Cold Pool Lane

583

585

+2

638

+55

683

+38

741

645
Caernarvon Road west of Alma Road

+96

A40 east of M5 junction 11

5593

5648

+55

5567

-26

A417 east of A46

2805

2796

-9

2807

+2

Leckhampton Hill

1198

1235

+37

1311

+113

A435 Cirencester Road

896

921

+25

934

+38

Overall, our recommendation is that due to the general wider re-assignment of traffic, which would
result from the capacity restriction, and the adverse impact this would cause, primarily to the public
transport corridor on Shurdington Road, the benefit that these restrictions may have on
Leckhampton Lane are outweighed by the disadvantages to the, bus frequency, Shurdington Road
and surrounding network, that these works should not be implemented. It is considered that
allowing traffic to use as many routes as possible and dissipate more “evenly” across the network, is
the preferred GCC strategy, for a sustainable development.
Other Measures Considered
Moorend Park Junction
GCC suggested that vehicles turning right from Shurdington Road at the Moorend Park Road
adversely affect the junction performance and increases queue lengths on Shurdington Road. The
traffic survey at the junction identified some 39 vehicles turning right approaching from the east and
some 63 turning right from the west in the morning peak hour. In the evening peak hour the surveys
identifies some 44 vehicles turning right approaching from the east and some 87 turning right from

the west. The traffic survey identified some 167 vehicles turning right approaching from the north
and some 15 turning right from the south in the morning peak hour. In the evening peak hour the
surveys identifies some 336 vehicles turning right approaching from the north and some 18 turning
right from the west.
A series of sensitivity tests were undertaken by PEP to determine the impact of banning right turns
from different arms of the Moorend Park Road for the existing and proposed traffic conditions with
the development of the illustrative masterplan.
In summary the results indicate that banning the right turns on Shurdington Road and utilising the
road space to improve the junction capacity gives a small improvement to the operation of the
junction but makes little material difference to the queuing on Shurdington Road.
Banning the right turns on Moorend Park Road and utilising the road space to improve the junction
capacity has more of an impact on the operation of the junction. The testing indicates that the
optimum cycle time, phasing and staging can be revised, which gives an improved capacity and
reduced queue lengths on all arms.
GCC consider that capacity improvements at this junction, based on a design proposed by GCC’s
signal consultant, and not involve the banning of any movements, is recommended.
Leckhampton Lane Junction
The Leckhampton Lane junction with Shurdington Road is a three-arm priority junction with
Leckhampton Lane as the minor arm. Traffic surveys undertaken in 2011 identified some 284
vehicles turning right during the morning peak hour and 249 in the evening peak hour. The traffic
waiting to turn right blocks the ahead movement.
The TA notes that capacity testing of the junction does not give representative results because of the
driver behaviour. A review of video footage indicates that drivers travelling westbound on
Shurdington Road stop or slow down deliberately to allow right turners into Leckhampton Lane.
Right turners are usually only delayed by a maximum of five seconds because of the artificial gaps
created by the drivers. Left turners from Leckhampton Lane also take advantage of this to access
Shurdington Road.
Consideration has been given to upgrading the junction. The options considered have included:
providing a right turn lane to enable ahead traffic to pass right turning traffic
providing traffic signals to give right turning traffic the ability to cross opposing ahead
traffic;
banning right turning traffic on Shurdington Road;
the introduction of traffic calming measures along Leckhampton Lane to discourage
traffic from turning right from Leckhampton Lane.
Changing the form of the junction is not a viable option because there is not enough land within the
highway boundary. Banning right turns or introducing traffic calming measures on Leckhampton

Road to reduce capacity indicates that there would be some improvement at the junction. The
banning of this movement would result in increased pressures on the A46 and is therefore not
considered reasonable. The SATURN modelling demonstrates the impact of the capacity restriction
at Leckhampton Lane.
In summary the simplistic testing indicates that banning or limiting the right turn would cause
additional right turners at the Kidnappers Lane junction and the Moorend Park Road junction. If the
right turn is banned completely the delay currently seen at Leckhampton Lane is likely to shift to
Moorend Park road.
Eastern Site Access Sensitivity Test
Concerns were raised by the highway authority regarding the right turn movement into and out of
the eastern site access, which is proposed to form a priority junction with the A46, the issues were
potential additional delay on the A46 by right turning traffic. Modelling was undertaking banning the
right turn from the A46 and the right turn onto the A46, and that the traffic banned from
undertaking these movements use the new signalised Kidnappers Lane Junction. The modelling
indicates that the western site access operates within capacity when accommodating the additional
right turning traffic into and out of the site and that the queuing along the A46 would not exceed
the available road space. It is predicted that queues on Woodlands Road would increase in the PM
peak hour due to additional vehicles turning right out of Woodlands Road to access the eastern site
access; however as with the previous Woodlands Road modelling, the model overestimates queues
at this location as it can not replicate driver behaviour accurately.
Overall, it is considered that very little development traffic would choose to use to the eastern site
access, due to the availability of the signalised western access and high traffic flows along
Shurdington Road, however traffic that did decide to turn right from the A46 into the eastern site
access would be able to turn due to slow moving traffic conditions in the peak hours. It is not
considered that banning the right turn is necessary to mitigate the impact of the development.
Personal Injury Collisions
Personal injury accident data for the approach road network for the three year period May 2010 to
April 2013 was obtained from Gloucestershire County Council by PEP. There were no reported
accidents on Kidnappers Lane, Farm Lane, Moorend Park Road or Hall Road. There are no clusters of
accidents in the area. There are four separate junctions with two accidents, although at each
junction the accidents were unrelated. There were two accidents near the Shurdington Road/Church
Lane junction. One slight accident involved a rear end shunt and one serious accident involved a
cyclist undertaking a queue of traffic. There were two slight accidents at or near the Shurdington
Road/Leckhampton Lane junction, involving a pedestrian crossing the road and a right turning
vehicle colliding with a cyclist travelling in the opposite direction. There were two accidents at the
A46 Shurdington Road/Up Hatherley Way roundabout. One slight accident involved a vehicle
colliding with another vehicle after losing control. One serious accident involved a vehicle clipping a
cyclist. There were two accidents at the Leckhampton Road/Moorend Road junction. One serious
accident involved a vehicle reversing out of a drive and hitting a pedestrian and one slight accident
involved a vehicle pulling out of the junction into the path of another vehicle.

There was one fatal accident on Leckhampton Road involving a vehicle colliding with an elderly
pedestrian crossing the road. There was one serious accident on Shurdington Road near the
Kidnappers Lane junction involving a lorry hitting a pedestrian. The accident was as a result of a
suicide attempt. There was one serious accident along Shurdington Road between Woodlands Road
and Moorend Park Road involving a vehicle hitting a pedestrian crossing the road. There was one
serious accident near the Painswick Road junction where a right turning vehicle collided with an
oncoming motorcycle. There were three slight accidents along Church Road, two of which were in
Leckhampton village and involved pedestrians. One accident was as a result of a speeding vehicle
clipping a pedestrian and one accident involved a child running into the road. The accident at the
Leckhampton Lane/Crippetts Lane junction involved a vehicle pulling out of the Crippetts Lane arm
of the junction into the path of another vehicle travelling along Leckhampton Road. Elsewhere
accidents were single slight accidents in a range of locations including along Shurdington Road close
to the site frontage, at the Moorend Park Road junction, further north of the Moorend Park junction
and along Leckhampton Road.
The local safety records do not meet the criteria for examination in the Local Authorities Association
former guidelines. No junction has been identified by the County Council in their latest review as
needing attention. The County Council is monitoring the safety record on Leckhampton Road as a
result of two fatal accidents in different locations, although the road is not identified as needing
attention.
Impact
It is inevitable that this development will have some impact, as there will an increase in the number
of vehicle trips onto the network, primarily during the am and pm peak. The developer has sought
to use containment, and travel pattern plans, to either reduce peak hour travel, or amend daily
travel patterns to maximise the capacity of the highway corridors. The A46 is an important route
from the A417 to the A46, and is usually busy during predominately 2 distinct weekday periods,
nominally 7am – 8 am and 4pm – 6 pm (GCC survey data April 2013)
Using this traffic data we can see that the A46 is relatively free flowing for 19 hours a day. During
these remaining 5 hours, the A46 experiences queuing, of varying degrees.
It is perhaps worth understanding queuing and congestion. Congestion can be defined as an
increase in the level of traffic flow, causing the average speed of vehicles to reduce. There are
several types of congestion.
Recurrent congestion; this is a regular occurrence such as peak hour congestion or regular events.
Non-recurrent congestion—this is unexpected occurrences such as accidents or vehicle break-down.
Pre-congestion or borderline congestion—this is where vehicles have slowed, but are not actually
affected by the congestion, such as before and after peak times, or approaching a congested area.
This report looks at recurrent congestion.
The A46 experiences recurrent congestion. Congestion leads to delays in journeys and unreliability
in journey times. Slow and stationery traffic can have an effect on air quality. Therefore congestion

can affect the economy, quality of life and the environment. However we need to measure the
existing queuing and congestion, and determine what the impact of this development, and whether
that impact is severe
2 junctions (Moorend signals and A46/Leckhampton Lane) are noted to currently have capacity
issues and this development will add to the performance of these junctions. However the
development is only required to mitigate its own impact, and not any existing capacity issues.
From the traffic survey data these situations of congestion are relatively short lived and unlikely to
translated into severe congestion, in terms of the NPPF
Once again, this is not to say that there would be no queuing, but delays should be of relatively short
duration and certainly not of such significance as to amount to a severe delay. In the off-peak no
particular problems are predicted under normal conditions.
Some of the minor roads on to the A46 do experience queuing and this would be expected onto any
Primary/Principal road. But the highway authority prioritised the A46 flows as unhindered as
possible, especially to accommodate bus frequencies, and the sake of relatively small queue lengths
on minor side roads.
Severe
The NPPF states that;
Development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual
cumulative impacts of development are severe.
But what is severe? The dictionary has alternatives for severe; acute, very bad, serious, grave,
critical, dire, drastic, grievous, extreme, dreadful, terrible, awful, frightful, appalling.

Obviously the use of the term severe has been to convey something very extreme, to ensure that
authorities only prevent development on transport grounds in overwhelming conditions

In everyday language we use severe to identify something that rarely occurs and we should be
aware, “severe weather” would be an example to describe flooding.

Perhaps we need to understand why the NPPF is using such terminology, in transport when
previously it was “nil detriment” or “5%” increase”. Previously nil detriment or 5% resulted in
refusal on transport grounds or requiring very expensive infrastructure to resolve. Both of these
solutions inevitable resulted in reduced delivery of housing as developers could no t deliver, as sites
were unviable

To try and understand how you might calibrate severe in transport terms might be to look at how
government local pinch point funding is allocated. Local pinch point funding seeks to remove
bottlenecks on the local highway network which are impeding growth. The fund reflects the
government’s commitment to supporting economic growth by tackling barriers on the local highway

network that may be restricting the movement of goods and people. The fund is aimed at those
schemes that can be delivered quickly with immediate impact.

Two junctions schemes in Gloucestershire were identified which were causing congestion that,
affected not only the junctions, but the secondary and tertiary links of the highway network. These
schemes were Walls roundabout, and Over roundabout in Gloucester. Capacity improvements on
these would improve the free flow of movement on many parts of the network in the surrounding
area that were previously restricted.

As described Shurdington Road experiences queuing during morning and peak peaks, and this
development will add trips, but it is the view of the highway authority that with the mitigation
recommended, the development would not have a serve residual cumulative impact, in the context
of the NPPF.

Chapter Summary
A Transport Assessment (TA), dated September 2013, was submitted in support of the application, it
is considered that the TA was broadly in accordance with the DfT's Guidance on Transport
Assessment (GTA). Trip rates for the 1200 units together with the employment, primary school and
ancillary uses were derived from the TRICS
Traffic has been distributed and assigned to the network using the information extracted from
SATURN. The distribution for the existing residential zones within the model were determined from
road side interview surveys undertaken by GCC in 2003 and 2008 as part of the model update, this
was validated using traffic count data. The trip distribution for the employment element of the
development was derived from the 2001 census travel to work data.

Local junctions were identified and modelled with DfT approved computer programmes, to establish
the future (2031) capacity of each junction with and without the development
Personal injury accident data for the approach road network for the three year period May 2010 to
April 2013 was obtained from Gloucestershire County Council.
In is inevitable that this development will have some impact, as there will an increase in the number
of vehicle trips onto the network, primarily during the am and pm peak. The developer has sought
to use containment, and travel pattern plans, to either reduce peak hour travel, or amend daily
travel patterns to maximise the capacity of the highway corridors.
The highway authority is satisfied that subject to mitigation a safe a suitable access for all can be
achieved, the cumulative impacts of the development are not severe, and the development will
actively manage patterns of growth to make the fullest possible use of public transport, walking and
cycling, to be made more sustainable.

MOOREND SIGNALS JUNCTIONS SKETCHES

1. OS Base

2. Option 1 Improvement west approach

Chapter 6
STRATEGIC MODELLING
Scoping Agreement
As noted in the Applicant’s transport consultants’ Transport Assessment (TA) Report, the application
traffic studies were based on liaison with Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) as local highway
authority and the Highways Agency (HA) as the national highway authority. The applicant’s traffic
consultant initially prepared a ‘Scoping Study’ and the assumptions and methodology were
subsequently agreed through this liaison process. This included agreement on the approach to traffic
forecasting, using GCC’s Central Severn Vale (CSV) SATURN, Strategic Highway Peak Hour Traffic
Model.
CSV SATURN Model - Background
The CSV SATURN model is owned by GCC and part funded by the HA and has been developed over a
number of years by GCC’s traffic modelling term consultants to facilitate the testing and assessment
of alternative land-use options and highway infrastructure plans and proposals. It has a current
model ‘base year’ of 2008, and has been widely used over recent years to forecast the traffic impacts
of a number of future development proposals, schemes and strategies in the Central Severn Vale
area.
The model includes the Gloucester and Cheltenham urban areas and the M5 motorway corridor
between junctions 12 (to the south) and 9 (to the north) as the core ‘simulation’ (detailed) area, with
the rest of the County modelled as ‘buffer’ (outer) network. It should be noted that the CSV model
is strategic in nature, meaning that although the core urban areas are modelled in relative detail, not
all the local roads in the outer simulation and buffer networks are included in the modelled highway
network. Such is the case with the Leckhampton area, which is located on the south-west outskirts
of the Cheltenham urban area, with only the main roads and key distributors being modelled in that
area.
Area Wide Strategic Modelling
The purpose of using an area wide strategic model is to gain an understanding of the wider traffic
impacts of any development / schemes tested. Vehicle drivers choose a route through a particular
highway network based on a range of factors including distance and speed (journey time), perceived
delay, value of time and personal preference. All traffic models are based on mathematical
algorithms which calculate the monetary costs of all relevant routes available for all origindestination pairs, and assign vehicles accordingly to networks on a ‘minimum journey time’ basis.
Minor adjustments to one small section of a preferred route e.g. the introduction of a flow
restricting highway infrastructure can therefore have the effect of causing certain traffic movements
to choose an alternative route to save time. This ability to predict the potential redistribution of
traffic across a wider area is characteristic of a strategic traffic model.

As noted earlier, at the traffic forecasting scoping stage it was agreed to use the CSV SATURN
strategic model to test the area wide impact of the proposed Leckhampton development. This
required some minor manual adjustments in the local network area, where the model was lacking in
detail. These adjustments were agreed with GCC, and comprised the addition of the Kidnappers
Lane and Farm Lane local roads to the network, between A46 Shurdington Road and Leckhampton
Lane / Church Road, as well as adjusting the position of where certain model zones loaded vehicle
trips onto the local highway network.
Traffic Forecasting Process
It was agreed that the traffic forecasting process would be undertaken in the following two distinct
stages, each comprising an analysis / comparison ‘with’ and ‘without’ the Leckhampton
development, based on the application proposal:
Stage One: Comprising a strategic analysis of traffic conditions in 2023 (the agreed future
forecasting year), using the CSV SATURN AM and PM peak hour models;
Stage Two: A second stage comprising a detailed capacity analysis of the effect of these
future traffic movements at key junctions within the vicinity of the development site.
The relevant peak hour traffic flows were extracted from the CSV SATURN model runs and used as
input to the Stage Two process – as briefly outlined above. This involved the use of ‘stand-alone’
junction capacity testing, assuming free flow conditions on adjoining network link sections. Industry
standard ARCADY, PICADY and LinSig modelling software were used to assess roundabout, priority
junctions and traffic signal controlled junctions respectively. The reason for these local junction
assessments is that stand-alone junction models provide more detail in how each individual junction
is modelled and are therefore more sensitive to minor variations in traffic flow than the strategic
model.
The applicant’s TA, dated September 2013, and subsequent Supplementary Traffic Note, dated
January 2014, have provided capacity testing results for the following list of junctions – which were
discussed and agreed with GCC at the scoping stage:A46 Shurdington Road/Leckhampton Lane – Priority Junction;
A46 Shurdington Road/Up Hatherley Way – Roundabout;
A46 Shurdington Road/Kidnappers Lane – Priority Junction;
A46 Shurdington Road/Woodlands Road – Priority Junction;
A46 Shurdington Road/Development Site Access – Priority Junction;
A46 Shurdington Road/Moorend Park Road – Traffic Signal Junction;
A46 Shurdington Road/Leckhampton Road/Norwood Road – Roundabout; and
Leckhampton Road/Church Road/Charlton Lane – Double Mini-Roundabout.
The outcomes from these various junction capacity assessments are reviewed and discussed in
Chapter 5.

Future Forecasting Year for Assessment
A design year of 2023 was agreed with both GCC and the HA, as the likely completion date for the
application development. Hence this was the future horizon year assumed for traffic testing
purposes, although it was noted that the build out period will be dependent on market conditions
over the construction period. Also, a 2023 forecast year represents a period of 10 years after the
registration of the planning application, which is in accordance with Department for Transport (DfT)
guidance.
Applicants Development Proposals
The land use proposals included within the red line application site boundary which forms part of
the overall Illustrative Masterplan for the whole of the Leckhampton development area – as shown
in the TA - Appendix 7, comprise the following mixed uses:Up to 650 residential dwellings;
A primary school;
A GP Doctors Surgery;
A local convenience store and small retail unit; and
4,500 sq m of either one or more of the following –B1 employment, Care home, dentist,
children’s nursery, cottage hospital, other Class A uses.
Trip Generation and Distribution
Vehicle trip generation rates and distribution assumptions were agreed through discussions with
GCC, and included in a ‘CSV Model Briefing Note – dated September 2013’. These have since been
included in both the main TA document, dated September 2013, as part of the Appendix 9 – TN13
Traffic Forecasting Report, and also in the Supplementary Traffic Note, dated January 2014, as part
of Chapter 2 – Vehicle Movements.
The agreed vehicle trip rates for the various proposed land uses listed above are shown in Chapter 3.
Within the CSV SATURN model, the agreed distribution of the new residential vehicle trips onto the
surrounding network has been based on the existing distribution patterns for nearby residential
zones; while for the employment related trips, these were based on information provided by the
applicant’s transport consultants, based on 2001 journey-to-work census data (at the time that the
CSV SATURN traffic modelling work was agreed and commissioned, information from the 2011
census was not yet available).
Other Future Land Use Assumptions
As discussed the DfT Guidance on Transport Assessments states that future year assessments should
include only the development proposal together with any committed developments. These forecast
local traffic growth rates are included in TEMPRO.
However, following discussions between the applicant’s traffic/planning consultants and
Cheltenham Borough Council it was agreed that, rather than using ‘general’ TEMPRO growth factors,
applying the draft Joint Core Strategy (JCS) proposals would provide a more accurate detailed

estimate of forecast housing numbers in the CSV modelled area and should therefore be taken into
account in the testing of any future year modelling scenarios. GCC highways officers subsequently
accepted CBC’s direction during the model scoping discussions, and progressed with the strategic
traffic modelling on that basis.
With an agreed 2023 future design year as the likely date for completion of the application
development, hence this was the year assumed for forecast traffic modelling purposes. The 2023
land use forecasts therefore took into account existing permissions not yet implemented, sites
already allocated in adopted Local Plans, together with estimates of likely development resulting
from further development by 2023 in the emerging JCS, with particular steer taken from the
‘Developing the Preferred Options’ consultation document and the associated Housing Background
Paper, dated November 2011.
The assumed land uses as originally provided for the CSV SATURN modelling purposes were included
in the TA – Appendix 9. Before commencement of the traffic modelling, these have since been
amended to take account of minor revisions to the proposed JCS allocations, including a reduction in
the number of dwellings envisaged for the illustrative masterplan area for Leckhampton, from 1,300
down to 1,200 all of which are assumed to be completed by 2023.
PEP ‘CSV Model Briefing Note – September 2013’ sets out the final agreed JCS housing development
build out assumptions by 2023 for modelling purposes. These are summarised in the table below.
JCS Area
Leckhampton – Applicants Site
Leckhampton – Illustrative Masterplan – Other
Development
North West Cheltenham
Starvehall Farm
North of Brockworth
Churchdown
North of Gloucester (Innsworth & Twigworth)
Tewkesbury (Town)
Tewkesbury (Rural)

Assumed Housing Numbers built by 2023
650
350 + 200
2,200
380
1,275
400
1,405
919
1,350

Since the traffic modelling was carried out, the allocations in the draft JCS for final approval have
been amended yet again, particularly with regard to the total housing numbers for Innsworth &
Twigworth (reduced down to 1,400 by 2031) and to the location of the Churchdown sites. These
changes show clearly the continuing level of uncertainty inherent in any traffic modelling exercises
undertaken in advance of confirmation and approval of the final agreed JCS development numbers.
Strategic Traffic Modelling – Comparison of Option Tests
Referring to the Applicant’s most recent ‘Supplementary Traffic Note’, dated January 2014, which
should be viewed along with the earlier TA Report, dated September2013, this section provides a
high level overview of the CSV SATURN strategic model traffic assignment in the south west
Cheltenham area immediately adjacent the Leckhampton development site.

In addition to the 2012 observed vehicle flows, collected from local traffic survey data, a series of
three 2023 design year assignment options have been compared to assess the impact of the
application site. These comprise:2023 Base + JCS Developments, Without the Leckhampton Application Development Site,
2023 Base + JCS Developments, With the Leckhampton Application Development Site, and
2023 Base + JCS Developments, With the Leckhampton Application Development Site, but
with a restricted capacity (150 vehicles per hour each way) on Leckhampton Lane, with the
aim of restricting through traffic.
In addition to the development associated with the application site (650 houses) as part of the
overall Leckhampton JCS development allocation, developments at Farm Lane (circa 350 houses) and
on the Council Land (circa 200 houses) have been assumed to make up the cumulative total of 1,200;
as such, both of these sites have been assumed as part of the 2023 Base + JCS Developments.
In addition to the 2012 base flows, CSV SATURN model traffic assignments for each of the three
options are presented as a set of directional traffic flows on the attached spreadsheet traffic flow
diagrams, separately for the AM (08:00-09:00) and PM (17:00-18:00) peak hours.
Before comparing the traffic assignments for each of the options under review, it should be noted
that the traffic flows used in both the strategic overview and the detailed junction capacity
assessments have not taken account of possible mitigation measures aimed to reduce both existing
traffic on the adjacent road network and the predicted traffic generation from the applicant’s
development proposal.
Forecast traffic flows could be affected by a potential future Park & Ride facility which might be
located on the A46 Shurdington Road corridor, while a package of residential travel plan measures
would aim to reduce vehicle trips generated by the new development. Public transport
improvements and area wide work place travel planning would also help reduce future vehicle trips
on the existing highway. It is therefore agreed that the subsequent junction modelling reported in
the Applicant’s TA – September 2013, and most recent Supplementary Traffic Note – January 2014,
has therefore provided a robust assessment.
SATURN Outputs
As part of the commissioned SATURN modelling, Atkins prepared 2 Technical Notes, TN05 and TN06.
The second TN was produced to create new scenarios based on a reduced number of dwellings
(650). This has caused a confusing number of flow plots, which PEP should have clarified in a
summary modelling note, and compared the differences.
These Technical Notes includes flow comparison diagrams, between different scenarios

TN05 Scenarios
Scenario 1: 2023 Base + JCS Developments
Scenario 2: 2023 Base + Leckhampton Application Development Site (1200 dwellings)
Scenario 3: 2023 Base + All Development including Leckhampton Application Development Site
(1200 dwellings)
Scenario 4: 2023 Base + All Development excluding Leckhampton Application Development Site
(1200 dwellings)
TN06 Scenarios
Scenario 1: 2014 Base + Joint Core Strategy (JCS) Development built out by 2014 (in line with the
housing trajectories spreadsheet provided by PEP Consultants), WITHOUT the Leckhampton
development
Scenario 2: 2014 Base + JCS Development built out by 2014 (in line with the housing trajectories
spreadsheet provided by PEP Consultants), WITH the Leckhampton development
Scenario 3: 2023 Base + JCS Development built out by 2023 (in line with the housing trajectories
spreadsheet provided by PEP Consultants), WITHOUT the Leckhampton development
Scenario 4: Sensitivity test ‘2023 Base + JCS Development built out by 2023 WITH the
Leckhampton development’, testing a capacity limit of 150 PCUs’ (passenger carrying units) per hour
on Leckhampton Lane.
a. The Leckhampton development to include only 650 houses, 4,500 sq m B1, 500sqm Retail and 300 sq m GP Surgery
b. The development at Farm Lane (c.350 houses, in model zone 305) and the development on the Council land, (c. 200 houses)
to be included as part of the ‘Base’, rather than as part of the overall Leckhampton development.

SATURN outputs can take many forms, but it is worth looking at the overall redistribution that could
occur when considering future background growth and the development traffic. As previously
described SATURN is a peak hour model, so in this section I will attempt to compare the most
relevant scenarios, to assess the level of impact on the network.
TN06 Scenario 3 versus TN06 Scenario 1
This scenario assumes what the network increase would be in year 2023, but without 650 houses
(application site). This is showing 2023 minus 2014 and therefore shows what the increase in traffic
would look like if growth occurred but WITHOUT Leckhampton.
TN06 Scenario 3 versus TN05 Scenario 3
This scenario assumes what the difference in traffic flow and distribution would be in 2023 when the
650 houses (application), is included.

TN06 Scenario 4 versus TN06 Scenario 3
This scenario assumes what the network increase and redistribution would be in year 2023, with 650
houses (application site). This is shows where traffic would increase and redistribute to, if the flow
restrictions work on Leckhampton Lane was implemented. The diagram below shows that with the
Leckhampton lane restrictions on place, which effectively restricts flows through Leckhampton Lane,
shows a morning peak redistribution of traffic eastwards from Shurdington Road (green lines), with
onward travel to the town centre, and some flows coming back on to the Shurdington Road, via
Woodlands Road and Moorend Road.

The second diagram below, which shows the reverse evening peak, shows a similar re-assignment

The concern with introducing this restriction on Leckhampton Lane is that SATURN is showing that
with this in place flows may increase disproportionately on the existing network in Warden Hill. GCC
consider that on balance it is preferable not restrict flows on Leckhampton Lane, as SATURN shows
much more equalised flows across the whole network, as shown below in the 2023 AM base + JCS
+650 dwellings plot.

This SATURN plot shows a much wider redistribution of traffic, and even reduction on traffic along
the frontage of the development persuadably due to the new access junctions.
Leckhampton with Warden Hill Neighbourhood Planning
Leckhampton with Warden Hill Parish Council formed a Joint Neighbourhood Forum for
Neighbourhood Planning. A document was prepared which included a section on Traffic Congestion,
and interalia pollutions levels. My response to these findings is limited to traffic flows, as air quality
will be dealt with by CBC.
The parish has used mathematical formulae for traffic modelling, unfortunately I have no way of
assessing how accurate, robust or credible the evidence base is, and whether the correct trip rates,
distribution and growth patterns have been used, and what discount has been used for travel
planning and trip banking.
Traffic models are primarily used to asses junction capacity in the morning peaks but this formulae
appears to be measuring queue lengths, and does not appear to follow the DfT guidance on
transport assessments
In the conclusion at 6.11 it suggests that the LTP3 describes the A46 as the worst congested hot spot
in the Cheltenham - Gloucester area, and refers to a plan, which shows the 30 most congested
junctions in 2026. Unfortunately this plan has been totally misinterpreted, as the 2 junctions on the
A46, refer to the side roads at Bentham and Whitelands Lane. These are very narrow width side
roads and when assessed with their ratio of flow to capacity (RFC), the side roads will be over
capacity by some margin, with queues of only 4 or 5. Not only is this a gross exaggeration of the
facts, (albeit the plan is not particularity clear), minor queuing on to the A46 is not considered an
issue in the determination of this application.
However I do agree with statement regarding funding for infrastructure, and funding depends a lot
on money from developers, however the NPPF only requires improvements to the transport
network that cost effectively limit the significant impacts of the development.
The DfT approved SATURN modelling and isolated junction modelling has identified junctions
currently without spare capacity, and this development will add to those junctions. Notwithstanding
this the SATURN modelling does show that drivers will take alternative routes, modes, and choices
and therefore with the package of capacity improvements, and travel planning, mitigation the view
of the highway authority is that the development would not have a serve residual cumulative
impact, in the context of the NPPF.

Chapter 7
Mitigation - Contributions
Physical Works (to be funded by development, through contribution)
• Merlin Way footpath improvement: £5,000
• Church Road works: £30,000
• Farm Lane/Crippets Lane/Leckhampton Lane visibility splay improvements: £5,000
• Kidnappers Lane Road Closure works (x3): £20,000
• Kidnappers Lane TROs (3 x £10,000): £30,000
• RTPI to Moorend Park Road signals: £10,000
• RTPI for other signals (4 x £30,000): £120,000 (to enable diversion of Service 10 bus)
Public Transport – Contributions to Serve Development
• Diversion of service J/K: £385,000 (minus ticket receipts ranging from £12,000 to £60,000 by year
5)
Travel Plan
Residential Travel Plan: £118,000
Non-Residential Travel Plan TPC budget: £18,000

Non-Physical Off-Site Contributions:
• South West Cheltenham Modal Shift Strategy: £400,000

Mitigation – Conditions
Primary junction onto Shurdington Road
Secondary junction onto Shurdington Road
Improvements to Moorend signalised junction

Chapter 8
Reserved Matters
Parking
This is a reserved matter so a recommendation is not required on this element at this stage, and
should be dealt with by the Reserved Matters condition application. Advice is given on this element
to inform the developer in advance of the Reserved Matters application. Cycle parking is required at
a minimum level of 1 space per dwelling and is required to be secure and sheltered. Car Parking is
required to be provided in accordance with the criteria set out in paragraph 39 of the NPPF. Visitor
car parking is also required to be included within the development. In order for garages to be
counted towards the parking provision minimum internal dimensions of 3m by 6m are required.
Parking courts should be avoided.

Layout
The layout of the site is also a reserved matter not to be agreed now. Advice is given on this element
to inform the developer in advance of the Reserved Matters application. The layout will need to
provide safe and suitable access to and from each dwelling for all modes. A Swept Path Analysis of
the layout will be required demonstrating a large refuse vehicle (9.86m long, 3 axle) can traverse the
site with an oncoming estate car with at least 0.5m clearance between the vehicles and other
vertical boundaries such as kerbs and fences.

Chapter 9
Conclusions
Gloucestershire County Council as the local highway authority has assessed this application in light
of the National Planning Policy, the CBC local Plan, and the emerging Joint Core Strategy, and other
material considerations. In determining the type of recommendation the highway authority needs
to assess if;
the residual cumulative impact from the application is severe
safe and suitable access for all can be achieved
the opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken up
any adverse impacts do not significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits of
allowing the proposal
The applicant has used the SATURN strategic model as described earlier and local junction modelling
techniques to understand the wider impact and the local capacity issues.
Wider Strategic Impact
The SATURN traffic modelling shows what happens if traffic travels along corridors of least
resistance, and plots which routes that may be taken to avoid delays. The results shown that the
best scenario is not to restrict flows on Leckhampton Lane, but allow traffic flow to balance along
the corridors in Shurdington, Up Hatherley and Leckhampton.
Local impact
In is inevitable that this development will increase the number of vehicle trips onto the network.
primarily during the am and pm peak. The developer has sought to use containment and travel
pattern plans to either reduce peak hour travel, or amend daily travel patterns to maximise the
capacity of the highway corridors. The A46 is an important route from the A417 to the A46, and is
busy during predominately 2 distinct weekday periods, nominally 7am – 8 am and 4pm – 6 pm (GCC
survey data April 2013)
Using this traffic data we can see that the A46 is relatively free flowing for 19 hours a day. During
these remaining 5 hours, the A46 experiences queuing, of varying degrees.
It is perhaps worth understanding queuing and congestion. Congestion can be defined as an
increase in the level of traffic flow, causing the average speed of vehicles to reduce. There are
several types of congestion.
Recurrent congestion; this is a regular occurrence such as peak hour congestion or regular events.
Non-recurrent congestion—this is unexpected occurrences such as accidents or vehicle break-down.

Pre-congestion or borderline congestion—this is where vehicles have slowed, but are not actually
affected by the congestion, such as before and after peak times, or approaching a congested area.
This report looks at recurrent congestion.
The A46 experiences recurrent congestion. Congestion leads to delays in journeys and unreliability
in journey times. Slow and stationery traffic can have an effect on air quality. Therefore congestion
can affect the economy, quality of life and the environment. However we need to measure the
existing queuing and congestion, and determine what the impact of this development, and whether
that impact is severe
Two junctions (Moorend signals and A46/Leckhampton Lane) are noted to currently have capacity
issues and this development will add to the performance of these junctions. However the
development is only required to mitigate its own impact, and not any existing capacity issues.
From the traffic survey data these situations of congestion are relatively short lived and unlikely to
translate into severe congestion, in terms of the NPPF
Once again, this is not to say that there would be no queuing, but delays should be of relatively short
duration and certainly not of such significance as to amount to a severe delay. In the off-peak no
particular problems are predicted under normal conditions.
Some of the minor roads on to the A46 do experience queuing and this would be expected onto any
Primary/Principal road. But the highway authority prioritised the A46 flows as unhindered as
possible, especially to accommodate bus frequencies, and the sake of relatively small queue lengths
on minor side roads.
Therefore the highway authority is satisfied that subject to the recommended conditions and
contributions a safe a suitable access for all can be achieved, the cumulative impacts of the
development are not severe, and the development will actively manage patterns of growth to make
the fullest possible use of public transport, walking and cycling, to be made more sustainable

Chapter 10
Draft Conditions
Draft Conditions subject to agreement with CBC and phasing of development
1). No works shall commence on site until full engineering details of the primary and secondary
accesses to the development, generally in accordance with the approved access plans, have been
submitted to and agreed in writing by the local planning authority, the approved works shall then be
completed prior to any occupations of any proposed dwelling or unit, and shall be retained as such
thereafter until and unless adopted as highway maintainable at public expense
Reason: To mitigate the impact of the development in accordance with paragraph 32 of the NPPF.
2). No works shall commence on site until full engineering details of the capacity improvement
works at the Moorend Park Road/A46 junction, generally in accordance with GCC drawing Option 1 –
Improvement A46 West, have been submitted to and agreed in writing by the local planning
authority, the approved works shall then be completed prior to any occupations of any proposed
dwelling or unit, and shall be retained as such thereafter until and unless adopted as highway
maintainable at public expense
Reason: To mitigate the impact of the development in accordance with paragraph 32 of the NPPF.
3). Details of the layout and access, (hereinafter called "the reserved matters") shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority before any development begins and the
development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved plans. No dwelling on the
development shall be occupied until the carriageway(s) (including surface water drainage/disposal,
vehicular turning head(s) and street lighting) providing access from the nearest public Highway to
that dwelling have been completed to at least binder course level and the footway(s) to surface
course level.
Reason: To minimise hazards and inconvenience for users of the development by ensuring that
there is a safe and suitable means of access for all people.

4). No development shall be commenced until details of the proposed arrangements for future
management and maintenance of the proposed streets within the development have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The streets shall thereafter be
maintained in accordance with the approved management and maintenance details until such time
as either a dedication agreement has been entered into or a private management and maintenance
company has been established.
Reason: In the interest of highway safety; to ensure a satisfactory appearance to the highways
infrastructure serving the approved development; and to safeguard the visual amenities of the
locality and users of the highway.

NOTE: The applicant is advised that to discharge condition the local planning authority requires a
copy of a completed dedication agreement between the applicant and the local highway authority or
the constitution and details of a Private Management and Maintenance Company confirming
funding, management and maintenance regimes.
5). No development shall commence on site until a scheme has been submitted to, and agreed in
writing by the Council, for the provision of fire hydrants (served by mains water supply) and no
dwelling shall be occupied until the hydrant serving that property has been provided to the
satisfaction of the Council.
Reason: To ensure adequate water infrastructure provision is made on site for the local fire service
to tackle any property fire.
NOTE: The developer will be expected to meet the full costs of supplying and installing the fire
hydrants and associated infrastructure.
6). No phase(s) of the development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a
Construction Method Statement has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local
Planning Authority for that phase. The approved statement shall be adhered to throughout the
construction period. The statement shall provide for:the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors;
specify the type and number of vehicles;
loading and unloading of plant and materials;
storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development;
wheel washing facilities;
access routes to the specify the intended hours of construction operations;
measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction

Reason: To provide safe access to site during the construction period
7). No works shall commence on site until details of cycle signage, and non motorised highway
improvements, to enable resident and employees of the development to safely access nearest
facilities, have been submitted to and agreed in writing by the local planning authority, the approved
works shall then be completed prior to any occupations of any proposed dwelling or unit, and shall
be retained as such thereafter until and unless adopted as highway maintainable at public expense
Reason: To mitigate the impact of the development in accordance with paragraph 32 of the NPPF.

Informative(s)
1. The proposed development will require works to be carried out on the public highway and the
Applicant/Developer is required to enter into a legally binding Highway Works Agreement (including
an appropriate bond) with the Local Highway Authority before commencing works on the
development.
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